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Time's a-ticking
A speed datin~ story in one act
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Tricky Tongue

Are you a Phonatic?

With talent like this,
who needs open mic nig ht?

Take our quiz and find out
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ARE YOU A PHONATIC?
TAKE THIS QUIZ AND FIND OUT
Do you panic at the thought of losing your cell
phone? D o you have trouble recalling how you
managed before you had your wireless friend? If
you answer ed "yes" to these questions, you may be
a cell-phone addict. J ust add up y our points from
the quiz below and get your diagnosis at the end.
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1.

Your cell phone rings while you 're in the bathroom. You answer and hold
a conversation while you're sitting in the stall.
0 Never (Jpt)

J e n nifer

A1der s

0 Sometimes (2ptd)

0 Always (3ptd)

2 •Someone asks you what time it is. You're wearing your pricey Movado
watch, but you look at your Motorola display instead.
() Never (lpt)
() Sometimes (2ptd)
0 Always (3ptd)

3•

Just seeing someone else on his or her phone inspires you to place a call.
0 Never (Jpt)
() Sometimes (2ptd)
0 Always (3ptd)

4•

You take out your phone just to look at it several times a day.
0 N ever (]pt)
0 Sometimes (2ptd)
0 Always (3ptd)

5. You don't understand why the waitstaff ignores you at a restaurant where
cell phones aren't permitted.
0 Never (]pt)
0 Sometimes (2ptd)

0 Always (3ptd)

6 • You hear an unfamiliar cell phone ring, but y ou check yours just in case.
0 Never (lpt)

Monica

0 Always (3ptd)

7•

JOnes

You talk on your phone while working out at the gym.
0 Never (]pt)
0 Sometimes (2ptd)
0 Always (3ptd)

8•
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0 Sometimes (2ptd)

• •••••••••• ••

While trying to open your apartment door, you have to drop somethingeither your cell phone or your grocery bag with the eggs and potato chips. You
drop y our:
0 Cell phone: (lpt)
0 Grocery bag: (3ptd)

9
•
ly

You don't answer your phone right away when it rings because it's literalmusic to your ears .
0 Never (lpt)
0 Sometimes (2ptd)
0 Always (3pta)

10•

You leave home without your cell phone. Even though you're half way
to class, y ou go back to get y our prized possession .
0 Never (Jpt)
0 Sometimes (2ptd)
0 Always (3ptd)

NOW ADD UP YOUR POINTS TO FIND YOUR 'PHONATIC' SCORE:
10 to 15: Don't misplace that users' manual. You probably still need to
refer to it regularly.
16 to 20: Keep track of your p hone. If y ou lose it, you might not notice
for an hour or more.
21 to 25: You'r e not clinically addicted, but if there were a Cellatine
patch, you would need it.
26 to 30: You're a full-blown cellaholic and desperately need
professional help.
-Monica Jone.1
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Eleven Books to Read Before You Die
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The Perks of Being a Wallflower
by Stephen Chbo<1ky
This is the story of Charlie, a high
school freshman, told through a series of
letters . His world is one of shy bravery
and subtle humor that at times leaves
readers wondering whether he'll make
it out alive. Read it if you've ever felt
infinite .
- Sara Bikman

The Bluest Eye
by Toni Morrwon
Pecola Breedlove, a young AfricanAmerican girl, yearns to be accepted by
white society, her family and her peers.
She struggles with poverty, abuse, family dysfunction, racism and eventually
madness. Morrison's message - that all
of us are beautiful in our own way - is
only one of a number of themes that
readers can think about and discuss as
they read this book.
- Mayra Rocha

be read on its own. O 'Brien uses his
own experience and speaks with an honesty that makes some of the stories
downright heartbreaking.
- William J. Tanner

The Fountainhead
byAynRa,zd
Rand tells the story of Howard
Roark, an architect who was despised
for his independ ence and logical new
designs when most ar chitects were making fortunes by imitating existing "great"
buildings. The underlying philosophy
of the book reminds readers of the
importance of being true to their own
ideas.
- Emily Zielke

The Weight of All Things
by Sanora Berzitez
Benitez portrays war-torn El
Salvador through the story of Nicolas,
a little boy who is separated from his

mothE.r during the funeral p r ocession for
the nation's leader. Unaware that she is
dead, :t1icolas vows to find his mother.
What ensu es is a story of survival in a
country of guerrillas and corrupt police.
This is a must-read for anyone interested in the human side of war.
- Jennifer Alders

Shutterbabe:
Adventures in Love and War
by Dehor,zh Copake,z Kogan
Kogan's autobiography recounts her
start as a photojournalist. After knocking on photo agency door s in France,
she gets the opportunity to photograph
Afghanistan while traveling with rebel
fighters. Going undercover and pretending to be a student photographer, she
photographs drug addicts in Zurich .
This is just one of her adventur ous and
often moving tales.
- Theresa Scarbrough

Sean and David's Long Drive
by Sean Condo,z
This road-tripper's dream book tells
the story of Gen-X urbanite Sean
Condon, who chucl<.s an unfulfilli11g
suit-and-tie job to spend seven weeks
driving across his native Australia with
his starving-artist frie nd David. They're
armed with a hair pomade endorsement
to fu n d the adventure, a fear of dying
in a head-on collision, and a keen eye
for the absurd. Condon applies his biting humor and dry wit to the bizarre
situa tions they encounter. You'll lil<.e this
read if you appreciate obscure popcultu re references, tal<.e pleasure in the
absurdity of everyday life and long for
the endless wonder of the open road .
- Catherine Wolf
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The Things They Carried
by Ti,n O'Brie,1
T his masterful collection of stories
explores the gamu t of human emotions
through the experiences of men who
fought in the Vietnam War. These tales
worl<. together seamlessly, y et each can
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In 1985, a group of film enthusiasts decided to stage a film festival on
...•
their own. They felt the highly suc...
...
cessful Chicago International Film
...
..•
Festival wasn't including all the
••
...
Spanish-language films that
..
...••
Chicago audiences should see. So
...
.•
the group screened 14 Spanish-lan...
...•
guage films by projecting them onto
...
...
a concrete wall at St. Augustine
.•
...
College.
...•
"We brought films that deserved
...••
...
.. to be screened like, La Grtzn Fie.:Jta
.••
from Puerto Rico, to Chicago since
...
..•
...
the International Film Festival did..••
n't want to bring it to the city," says
...
..•
Pepe Vargas, founder and executive
...
...
director of the Chicago Latino Film
.•
...
Festival.
.•••
•
The event attracted an audience
.....
.... of 500 people, but its continuation
..
.••
was never certain. With a small
..
..••
budget and small staff, "mal{ing
...•
sure the Festival survived was our
..••
...
greatest challenge," says Vargas.
..•
..
Twenty-one years later, the festi...•
.
val attracts an audience of 30, 000,
..
...••
screens more than 100 films at
•.
...
.... Chicago-area theaters and has a
..•
budget more than $1 million. It has
.•
..•
brought Chicago audiences films they otherwise might never see, including
•.•
..••
Tieta do Agrute from Brazil, Eva Peron: The True Story from Argentina, and
...•
Gutzrzta,ianiera from Cuba.
...•
..•
It has also bolstered local Latino filmmakers. "Latinos are rar e in films
..
...
and in Hollywood," Vargas says. "We believe we need to promote the expe.•.
...
rience of Latinos living in Chicago who are independent filmmakers."
..••
"They offer quite a menu that brings together the Latino community in
...•
..
.. Chicago and gives a sense of what's going on in other countries," says
...•
. Virginia W. Wexman, film critic and English professor at the University of

'

•
The Chicago Latino Film Festival turns 21

Redemption
bv
f(1zre1z KingJbttry and Gary Snuzffey
•
The first in a series of five books,
Red emption centers on a devout couple
whose children cause them pain by
rebelling and neglecting their loved ones
in favor of their careers and their ambitions. Kingsbury and Smalley portray
the children's eventual quests for
forgiveness, showing how much
manl{ind needs God's love.
- Etoya J ohnson

Rich Dad Poor Dad: What the Rich
Teach Their Kids about Money that the
Poor and Middle Class Do Not!
by Robert KiyoJtzki c41it/J Sharo,z L. Lechter
This book explains how to build a
strong financial foundation and change
the way you think about money. If you
want to stop living from paychecl{ to
paycheck, start your own business or
simply learn how to make your money
work for y ou, read this book.
- Monica Jones

In the Spirit
by S11,1an L. Taylor
In this book, the editorial director of
Essence magazine writes about her faith
and her determination to find herself
and achieve her goals despite all obstacles. It will inspire readers to find their
own way.
- Markus Worship

Tar Baby
by: Toni JJ,forri:Jon
Tar Baby is a poetic novel about a family from Philadelphia living on an island.
It explores the relationships among
blacks, w hites, men, women and family.
The plot thickens as the book delves into
a romance between a man and a woman
who appear to be opposites but share a
key desire-an unfamiliar love.
- Marquita Harris
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Illinois at Chicago. "It's a way to b ring communities together, promote films
and relate cultural knowledge and traditions that are valuable to Latinos and
outsiders lilce me."
The festival also reaches out to Chicago Public Schools by offering free
admission to matinees for CPS students. Johnny LaSalle, who coordinated
the Matinee Outreach Program in 1999, recalls the energy of the students
at the festival. "It was so vibrant, fast-paced and exciting," he says .
The 21st Annual Chicago Latino Film Festival runs April 8 to 20. For
ticl{et prices, film schedules and information about other events during the
festival, call (312) 431-1330 or visit u,,vu,.fati,iocttftttraLcente,:org.
-Mayra Rocha
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f It could've been green

•
•

~ Where the superdorm falls short
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You might think Columbia, with its "Create Change"
motto, would have put green technology to use in the construction of the new University Center. But it only did the
bare minimum .
"When we built the superdorm, the city just required us
to use certain types of light fixtures and heating and cooling
mechanisms that save energy," says Mike Debish, Columbia's
associate vice president of facilities and operations. Debish
perhaps made the common mistal<e of thinking that using
other green technology would be much more expensive
than traditional approaches.
"A building that size could have easily saved $1 00,000
over the period of 20 years," says Michael Berkshire, green
projects administrator for th e Chicago Department of
Planning and Development. H e points out that energy-saving
devices are so cost-effective that the mayor has required all
new municipal buildings to use them. The Shedd Aquarium
acted on this when it installed a highly reflective rooftop to
reduce cooling costs. According to Melissa H olland, project
Coordinator at the Shedd, the roof will save mor e than
$219,000 in air-conditioning costs du ring its lifesp an.
Green technology does more than save m oney, of course.
The burning of fossil fuels to heat an d cool buildings is one of
the biggest contributors to air pollution. And the typical
black asphalt roof causes something called the "ur ban heat
island effect," which can raise summer temperatures by as
much as 15 degrees in high-density areas. Higher temperatures are, in turn, bad for the environment because th ey
accelerate the chemical reactions that cr eate grou nd -level
ozone, otherwise known as smog.

Other small steps with big r esults that Columbia could
have taken in constructing the sup erdorm include:
1. Using recycled materials for flooring, ceilings, pip es, insulation and ceiling panels.
2. Using energy efficient fluorescent lights hooked up to
motion detectors.
3. Installing solar panels.
4. Using only local materials to p r event air pollution caused
by long-distance trucking.
5. Using low- or no-VOC (volatile organic compounds)
paint on walls, since regular paints emit toxins into the air
for up to six mon th s after application .
- Emily ZieL/ce
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South Loop Sluggers
Watch the Columbia College
Coy otes defend their turf

-

Forget the Sox . They're going to be

\.

'··

out of the pennant race by June. Don't
expect anything from the Cubs after the
latest two ch apters of their lovable loser
lore.
Focus instead on the one baseball
team that has risen above and beyond all
expectations, th e one team that is
defending a title th is spring.
Root for the Columbia Coyotes (pronounced kay-yotes because, says player/manager Brian Kovar, "That's just the
way the player s on the team say it.")
Why the name? "Killer Bees, the previous name, was just too lame," Kovar
explains. "It was OK for Frisbee golf,
but not for baseball." Got it.
Last year, in their fourth season, the
Coyotes were the regional Wisconsin-

Illinois Baseball Conference (WIBC)
champions. They hope to capture another title this spring. From the last weekend in March through the conferen ce
championship in May, you can catch
th em in action a t the John C . Gals F ield
in Bensenville. T hey'll be battling the
likes of Northwestern, Northeastern and
D ePaul in doubleheaders every weekend. Check them out on the web at
ww,v.cofumbiaba.:1ebaLf.,iet.
Watch Balco-free baseball players
who are in it for the love of the game
and the pride that comes from putting
on the uniform. Avoid th e shattering disappointment of Major League Baseball;
come out and cheer for the Coyotes.
- WiLfia,n J. Ta,i,ier
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Ploy's the thing
Try your luck at these
untraditional bar games

By Mayra Rocha
Boord Gomes
Blue Frog Bar 6 Grill

TIRED OF BEING
EATEN BY THE POOL SHARKS AT

676 N. LaSalle St., Chicago
(312) 943-8900
ALL thode great gamu from your chi&hoo'J,
incftt'Jing Chuted an'J La'J'Jerd, Candy Larz'J,
Monopoly and Operation.
When:Mon.-Fri. l l:30am-2am
Sat. 6pm-3am.

YOUR FAVORITE BAR? DON'T SEE
THE POINT TO DARTS? CHECK OUT
THESE PUBS FOR A CHANGE OF
PACE:

Be on Bogs ond Bocce
115 Bourbon Street
3359 W. 115th St., Merrionette Park
(708) 388-8881
Thu Mar'Ji -GrM theme'J bar/cLublre.1taurant ho&d bean-bag tournamentd yearrottn'J. Yott can a&o play a more cMuaL
game of bean bagd or bocce.
Mon.-Thur. l lam-2am, Fri.-Sun.
llam-3am
$40 for the eight-week tournament.
Free for pick-up bean-bag and bocce
games .
What else: Cajun food, beer, live
music, sports and, of course, Mardi
Gras beads and masks.

Free
Trivio
Tommy's Place

What else: Card games, video games,
micro brew.

12237 S. Western Ave., Blue Island
(708) 389-781 0
Compete with yourde/j or yottrfrundd in the
TV trifJia game Buzztime (on the National
TrifJuz Netivorlc) or den'J 1neddagu to other
playerd in the bar. Shou, off yottr wele.1d
lcnowle'Jge and iniprud your 'Jate, if you
hafJe one, or co1npare yottr dcoru to thode of
other inebruzte'J player,/ acrodd the country.
Mon.-Thur. 2pm-2am,
Fri.-Sat. 2pm-3am, Sun. noon-2am

Free

Ding Bots Pub
10638 S. Western Ave., Chicago
(773) 445-5955
Bean-Bag ganud.
Mon.-Thur. 2pm-2am, Fri. 12pm-2am,
Sat. 12pm-3am, Sun. 12pm-12am

Free
What else: During Open Mic Night
on Wednesdays, y ou can borrow an
instrument and perform.

Boh ico Bar 6 Grill
55 18 S. Archer Ave., Chicago
(773) 581-0397
Cwtomb:e'J White Sox bean-bag gained.
Mon.-Fri. 3pm-2am, Sat. 3pm-3am,
Sun. noon-2am

Free
What else: Karaoke, darts, pool,
pinball, live music.

What else: Live local bands, pool,
darts, food.

Whirly Boll
Whirly Ball
1880 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago
(773) 486-7777
Mix together bumper card an'J polo, thro,v
iii a ,vhiffLe ball a'J'J IO or nwre pLayerd,
an'J what 'Jo yott get? Whirly baLL.
Mon.-Fri. 10am-2am
Sat. noon-3am, Sun. noon-2am
Court rental is $180 per hour
Monday through Thursday and $200
per hour Friday through Sunday and
holidays.
What else: Comfort food, three 10-foot
TV screens, darts, arcade, pinball,
pool.

Ping Pong
Domino
3905 W Belmont, Chicago
(773) 725-0027
Work on. your ha11'J-eye coor'Jin,ztion ,fJith (l
rouding ganu of table tenni:J.
Mon.Tue.Wed.Fri. 7pm-2am,
Thur. 7pm-3am, Sat. l lam-2am,
Sun. 7am-2pm

Free
What else: Arcade games, pool.

Bockgommon
Nine Muses
315 S. Halsted St., Chicago
(312) 902-9922
Baclcga1nnwn gained.
Sun.-Thurs. until 10pm and Friday
and Saturday mornings

Free
What else: Good beer, Greek food.

Eastern exposure
For more than six decades, J. Toguri Mercantile Co. has brought Chicago a taste of Japan
As you stroll along uber-hip Belmont
avenue, just east of the CTA Red Line, a
tempting array of t rendy items beckons
you from shop windows. You consider
acquiring some flashy party apparel for
nights on the town, a J ames Dean poster
for your dorm room, or a delicately layered J apanese kimono for your next
afternoon tea.
Wait a minute. A delicately layered
kimono?
Nestled discreetly among the hip
boutiques lining Belmont is J. Toguri
Mercantile Co. The business' p lain white
storefront belies the startling array of
colorful specialty items inside. Intricately
painted paper umbrellas twirl from the
ceiling, etched glass vases r eflect flickering daylight, and sake decanters tempt
shoppers to indulge in a drink.
"They have everything from rice cakes
and origami to crock pots and candle
holders to karate uniforms," says firsttime shopper Abby Nall, 28, who came
to browse through the unique merchandise. "The dishware they have is really
neat, and the stationery is very beautiful."
Established in 1944 by Jun Toguri,
the business purchases most of its inventory from wholesalers on the West Coast
who import Japanese products. It

acquires additional items, such as cards
and plaques, from individual artists.
Originally located in an Asian community at the intersection of Clark and
Maple str eets, Toguri Mercantile relocated to Belmont avenue in 1969 when
other Japanese merchants also moved
north. Third-generation owner William
Toguri says his father chose the new
location for its proximity to the "L,"
which offers a high volume of pedestrian
tr affic.
Toguri Mercantile is popular among
students who are decorating on a budget.

With one eye painted, the
daruma doll awaits a fulfilled wish

"We sell a lot of lanterns," Togur i says.
"A lot of college students use the lanterns
for their rooms."
The store also provides a taste of
home for Japanese students. "We get a
lot of exchange students who have
nowhere to shop," Toguri says. And it's a
necessary stop for stud ents of Japanese
arts who need bonsai-trimming and
flower-arranging tools. In addition,
Toguri does a brisk business in cards,
floo r mats and J apanese craft and language books.
One popular item is the distinctly
Japanese daruma doll, a roly-poly doll
with two blank eyes. "The daruma doll is
the wishing doll," Toguri says. "You
paint one eye and rqake a wish, and paint
the other eye when your wish comes
true. "
The rounded base allows the doll to
return to an upright position no matter
how many times it is knocked down.
This resilience is an admired trait in
Japan and, according to Toguri, one that
can serve as inspiration for students.
"The doll is something to help you finish what you're looking forward to," he
says. "So you want to go to school, you
want to finish school, you get a daruma
doll."
- Catheri,ze Woif

Tongue-in-Cheap
Ojf-camplld <1choou offer foreign Language ciad<1e<1 for Le<1<1
"Par lez-vous Fran9ais? Sprechen
Sie Deutsch? Habla Espanol?" If you
answer these questions with a resounding, "Whatchoo talkin' 'bout Willis?"
you may have opted not to enroll in a
foreign language course. With class fees
rising into the thousands of dollars, students w ho otherwise would be keen to
learn another language are choosing to
forgo these classes.
Columbia College junior Kyle
Kratky wanted to continue his high
school French studies, but found the
costs prohibitive. "First of all, there was
the cost of books," Kratky says. "But
more than anything, I didn't want to use
my credits."
At Columbia, language classes are
four credit hours. This means a 15-week
course costs $2,060, not including the
price of textbooks.
For Kratky and others who are
interested in acquiring language skills
rather than college credit, there are
alternative schools where foreign language classes are far more affordable.

Alliance Fran~ais de Chicago
Claim to fame: One of a national network of 1,075 schools teaching French
language and culture. This location
offers beginner through advanced group

language classes, French for travelers
and for business, and courses in French
cooking, film, literatur e, conversation
and debate.
Beginner group course fee: $249 (nonmembers) or $219 (mem bers) for 10
weeks.
Location: 810 N. Dearborn St.
Contact: (312) 337-1070,
,v,v,v.afchi.cago.coni

Berlitz Chicago
Claim to fame: With 450 schools in 60
countries, Berlitz boasts instruction in all
languages, from Haitian Creole to
Italian. Popular languages such as
French, Spanish, and German are
offered in group classes. Emphasis is
placed on in-class dialogue.
Beginner group course fee: $239 fo r six
weeks.
Location: 2 N . LaSalle St., Suite 1810
Contact: (312) 728-6820, ww,v.berLitz.coni

Discovery Center
Claim to fame: A Chicago institution for
life-enriching classes at bargain-basement p r ices. Introductory language
courses are offered in French, Spanish,
German, Japanese, Chinese, Italian,
Portuguese, Russian, Polish and Arabic.
Beginner group course fee: $75 for six

weeks, plus $20 material fee.
Location: 2940 N. Lincoln Ave.
Contact: (773) 348-8120,
,,,,v,v.oucoverycerzte,:com

Goethe Institute Chicago
Claim to fame: Beginner thr ough
advanced classes in German language
and culture. Instructors are native
speakers.
Beginner group course fee: $260 for 10
weeks.
Location: 150 N. Michigan Ave.,
Suite 200
Contact: (312) 263-0472,
,v,v,v.goethe. oe!tJdchi

Instituto Cervantes of Chicago
Claim to fame: Beginner through
advanced classes in Spanish language
and culture. Instruction may be
enhanced with videos, CDs and Spanish
TV programs. The institute coor dinates
exams for accreditation in Spanish language mastery by the University of
Salamanca in Spain.
Beginner group course fee: $311 to $407
for 30 hours.
Location: 875 N. Michigan Ave.,
Suite 2940
Contact: (312) 335- 1996,
,vwcv.cervantul.org
- Catherine Wolf
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Where t o donat e y our gent ly-u sed goods
.....·•·· ···········-. ···· . ................................................................ .

By M ayra Rocha
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Donor beware

When the closet overflows and the dresser drawers won't close, it's time to think about getting r id
of some of your tired old belongings. Here are some local organizations that will gladly take your old
stuff and sell it to raise money for good causes.

ORGA NIZATIO N

Goodwill Industries
of Metropolitan Chicago
Brown Elephant

WHAT

DO

THEY

DO

WI T H THE

You migh t have seet
the huge green donation
boxes of the Gaia
Movement all over
Chicago. (The boxes oftt
feature the
group's full name: GaiaMovement Trust Living
Earth Green World
Action.)
The Gaia Movement
p romises to help the envi
ronment with the proceeds from their sales. Bt
a 2003 Chu:ago Tribune
investigation by Monica
Eng and David Jackson
found the organization's
leaders are under crimin,
indictment for misuse of
funds.
"There is nothing
u nsafe abou t giving
clothes there," Eng wrote
"But don't expect the p ro
ceeds to go to the environmental causes." - M.R

PROCEEDS ?

Run vocational training programs. Donations can be dropped off
at stores or Goodwill boxes throughout the Chicago area.
Provide HIV/AIDS care. Five Brown Elephant locations accept
donations. Call (773) 549-5943 or visit
www.howar dbrown.org/brownelephant.asp to arrange pick-ups

Amvets Service Foundation

Provide counseling and care for veterans, support national
service officers. Call (708) 388-7800 for pick-ups.

Salvation Army

Spread the Gospel and run Adult Rehabilitation Centers.
Call (888) 574-2587 to find the nearest location,
auto donations call (877) 723-2886.

Ark Thrift Shop

Provide food, medical care and other services to the elderly
and infrrm. For furniture and appliances pick-ups call
(773) 248-1117. D rop off at two north Chicago locations.

Military Order of the Purple Heart Assist veterans with health problems and injuries.
National Service Foundation
Call (708) 396-8995 for pick-ups and locations.
Caring Closet
Free furniture and clothing to the needy. Furniture pick-up only.
Call (773) 947-9043. Drop-offs at 5312 S. Harper Ave.

St. Vincent DePaul

Provide clothing to the needy. Multiple locations and drop-off
boxes. Call (773) 378-8022

White Elephant Shop

Provide healthcare services fo r low-income families at
Children's Memorial Hospital. For pick-ups call
(773) 883-6184, or drop off goods at 2380 N. Lincoln Ave.

-.............................................................................................

............

'Theresa Scarbrough

Thifty Shopping
In a world of slim pockets and fat
appetites for spending, students might
find solace in knowing the $10 they paid
for a Gap jacket and a pair of zebraprint N ine West shoes is going to a good
cause.
All profits from the Brown Elephant
stores support the Howard Brown Clinic
in Chicago. The clinic, inspired by the

openly gay public health administr ator
of New Yor k, has been pr oviding p rimary care, STD testing and treatment to
the lesbian, gay and transgender community for th ree decades.
The first Brown E lephant thrift stor e
opened in 1982 in the heart of the North
H alsted Business District. "It was half
the size of a bookstor e with two volunteers in it," says Susan Swanson, director of retail sales for the Brown
Elephant.
Today there are five locations, all substantially bigger than the first (which
has since expanded). They attract a mix
of antique collectors, book lovers and
thrift store enthusiasts. Each store has
its own atmospher e, but all boast a wild
mix of merchandise.
"Expect the unexpected," says
Swanson.
by Marquita Harri..! a,z'J Monu:a Jo,zu

LOCATIONS:
3651 N. Halsted Ave., Chicago
(773) 271-9382
A wealth of furn iture and an awesome
record collection with old-school hits
you r parents used to jam to.
;

5228 N . Clark St., Chicago
(773) 549-5943
Boasts a surplus of coffee mugs and
kitchenwar e.
3939 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago
(773) 244-2930
A traditional thrift store feel where you
have to search a little harder.
217 Harrison St., Oak Park
(708) 445-0612
Neat and clean. A book-lover's paradise.
1459 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago
(773) 252-8801
Lots of variety and a great location.

....
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Sui t Yourself!
How to dress to impress
You're next, man. You're up. But instead of reviewing your
resume one last time, you're hoping you're dressed appropriately for the occasion. After all, the last time you wore a suit
was w hen you were the ring bearer in your aunt's wedding
back in '89.
Relax - it's only your most important job interview
ever.
If you're more worried about what to wear th an
y our credentials, rea,.d on. These tailoring tips will help
y ou avoid being the guy who wor e corduroy slacks
a nd white ankle socks to an interview.

[GENERA L]
A close fit will flatter any body. You don't want to
look like you painted the suit on, but you don't
want to drown in it, either. Check that
there a re no wrinkles or creases once
y ou're all suited up.
Choose a suit made of cotton, wool
or a cotton-wool blend. Navy and black
are both safe colors. Grey is neutral
a nd looks classic when worn with a
patterned tie. Pinstripes in any color
look classy.

[JACKET]
Ever been called skinny? Get a single-breasted jacket to flatter your slim
stature. Never been called skinny? Wear
a double-breasted suit to look strong and
powerful.
Got buttons? You should. If your
jacket has two buttons, only button the
top one. If it has three, button either the
middle one or the top two-never the
bottom one.
Using your outside jacket or pants pockets for storage will give th e impression that
you 've been out all night looting. Keep a
money clip in your inside jacket pocket. Put
the rest of the contents of your wallet in your
briefcase.

[SHIRT]
To avoid looking like a balloon in a suit
coat, buy an athletic, or fitted, dress sh irt. A
good one will last about two years, max.
Size a shirt according to arm length a nd
neck girth. The shirt should not untuck
when you raise your arms or bunch up when
you sit down.
If you have a narrow face, choose

a wider collar, and vice versa.
Notice the fabric and stitching when buying a dress shirt.
Does it look cheap? If y ou think so, others probably will
agree.
Any color shirt can work as long as it looks good with
the suit color. If y ou're looking for long-term wearability,
don't get too stuck in a trend (like the current Express
for Men striped button-down phenomenon). Having
a variety of dress shirts in different colors and patterns will give your suit several fresh new looks.
If your shirt cuffs have holes for cufflinks,
y ou must wear them. If they have buttons, keep
them buttoned.
And, guys, remember - unless y ou want to
show off y our chest hair or your nipples,
wear a freaking undershirt, 0 K?

[TIE]
Neckties add flair and make a statement. Solid colors are good; complementing shirt and tie colors can make
a bold effect. Like stripes? Go with
medium to thick stripes in a diagonal
pattern. Small dots are OK, but don't
wear a tie with big polka dots unless
y ou're interviewing for a job at the
•
circus.

[PANTS, SOCKS, SHOES]
Pants legs should touch the top of
your sh oes in the front, and just
above the heels in the back. There's
no need for pants with cuffs. You
can't put anything in them, and they
won't get you anywhere any faster
(besides the worst-dressed list).
Socks should match your pants;
find a complementary color, though,
not the exact shade. Patterns are fme, but
please, for your sak e and the sake of everyone who h as to look at you, don't wear
white socks or ankle socks. Socks should be
dark and come up to mid-calf.
If your suit is black or grey, definitely
wear black shoes (lace-ups are more conservative; shoes with buckles more casual).
If y ou're wearing brown or navy, y ou can
wear either black or brown shoes. Make
sure to match your belt and your briefcase or bag to your shoe color.

- Sara Bikman

The Art of Garbage Picking
Free furniture awaits in an alley near you

by William J. Tanner

,
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It's been a long day, but you've finally
moved in to your new place. Your arms
and legs are sore from carrying boxes up
and down multiple flights of stairs. You
sit on a box and crack open a beer. T h en
a realization falls over your body like the
low-pressur e water from your new
shower. You have no furnitur e.
No worries. You don't have to live in

squalor and sit on milk crates, or suck
down your beef-flavored ramen standing
over the sink. You can furnish your
p lace for free with a little visit to the
alleyways of Chicago.
"I have lived in Rogers Park,
Lakeview and Wicker Park and I have
picked up furniture in all of them," says
David Schoen, a former Colu mbia

College student and avid gar bage-picker.
"Lamps, rugs, dressers, ch airs, even a
croquet set. I 'll take anything except
beds."
The key, Schoen says, is hitting th e
alleys during the two biggest moving
days: October 1 and April 1. "It's amazing. I am always surprised by the quality. I guess people just don't want to
move all their stuff," says Schoen, sitting
on an alley-picked green armchair in h is
living room. "All you have to do is look."
School of the Art Institute of Chicago
gr aduate Dee Clements recommends
going garbage-picking only after it
hasn't rained for a couple of days.
"Nothing wet. It will stink up your
whole place," she says. "Plus I h ave
allergies, so rugs and couches can be
tricky."
If you are vehicularly challenged,
start out by foraging close to your apartment and using you r frien ds as grunts.
Later you can develop skills for hauling
fu rniture on the bus or tr ain.
Once you master the art of garbagepicking, you '11 notice treasure everywhere. "There's a TV outside right now,"
Schoen says, pointing out h is back door.
He has no desire to retrieve it, though.
He already has two in his apartment.
One of them, of course, he found in an
alley.
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W hich candles should you choose?
Candles have become a hot commodity over the past 20 years. According to
the National Candle Association, in
Washingt on, D.C., Americans spent $2
billion last year on candles.
They bought them for many purposes:
to create ambiance, to relieve stress and
to repel mosquitoes. Some spent as little
as 50 cents for a simple votive; others
p aid as much as $200 for a specialty can,
dle.
With so many candles on the market,
in all shapes and sizes and with all kinds
of scents, how do you know which ones
to buy?
The a nswer lies in the wick, wax and
fragra n ce.
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Wick: Candle wicks typically are made
of cotton in combination with paper or
metal. Br aided wicks are better than
twisted ones because they burn more
slowly. S quare wicks are best for
beeswax candles because they don't
b ecome clogged. Flat wicks are self•
•
tr1mm1ng .
S ome wicks contain paper, tin or zinc
to help them remain centered and

.
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upright. In the past, some contained
1
lead, but that metal has not been used in ~
the U.S. candle industry since 1974,
£
according to Milla Albertson, service
~
-"
director of the National Candle
1-Association.
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Wox : Paraffin wax, a petroleum byproduct, is the most common candle wax
because it's cheap and easy to work
with. "We use paraffin wax for all the
candles we make because it has a high
melting point," says Scott Meskit, a
chemist at Empire Candle
Manufacturing in Kansas City, Kan.
Paraffin readily takes on dyes and fragrances. Gel candles are also made of
paraffin.
Beeswax candles are the cleanestburning candles, which makes them
great for people with sinus problems or
asthma, who may be bothered by the
smoke and vapors created by paraffin
candles. They are long-lasting and have
a pleasant scent, but they are also more
expensive than candles made from other
waxes.
Soy wax is becoming more popular
because it's made from a renewable,
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Li bido too low?

~

In a p erfect world, we could work,
~ attend school, date, and still find the
~ energy to quench our carnal thirst. In
r the r eal w orld, it doesn't always work
like that. After a long day, it can be diffi1
., cult to g et in a romantic mood.
If oyste rs, strawberries and chocolate
don't do it for you, try some of the
aphrodisiacs used in other cultures.
Ayurveda, an ancient Indian healing
art, offers a range of herbal treatments

to stimulate your sexual side, but they
only work if you are ready for their
effects.
"The body must be relaxed and calm
for an aphrodisiac to work," says
Sambhu Piliai, an ayurvedic practitioner at Healing Quest Center in
Chicago. This can be accomplished by
letting oil drip down your "third eye"
(the middle of your forehead) and medi.
tat1ng.
Ayurvedic remedies also work best
when the body has been detoxified.
Then the herbs, which are chosen
according to your ayurvedic type, can
assist in your arousal.
The Chinese approach to arousal also
focuses on the body as a whole.
"Authentic herbs and acupuncture are
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natural source. Like beeswax candles,
soy candles burn slowly and evenly.
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F:rogronce : Scented candles have
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become increasingly popular since the
mid '90s. "The candle industry saw an
increase of 10 to 15 percent a year with
scented candles," says Albertson.
The National Candle Association has
tested and approved 800 aroma chemicals for scented candles.
There's no science to picking the right
scent in a candle. Unless you're seeking
aromatherapy benefits, just choose one
that appeals to you.
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- Marktu1 Wor.1hip
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When our cu lture's
r emedies fail you, turn
-~ to the east

I
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Burning question:

'
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important elements of Chinese
traditional medicine," says Zhanhai
Zhang, MD, PhD, of Acupuncture
Clinic and Healing Herbs Center in
Chicago. "Acupuncture is a whole body
adjustment. "
If you choose acupuncture as your
form of aphrodisiac, thin needles will be
inserted into specific places on your
body to increase your energy, b lood flow
and libido .
The Chinese herbal route includes
some options that you can brew up
yourself. Zhang recommends making a
tea out of ginseng root to boost
endurance and mood. If you don't like
the taste of the roots, don't fret. You can
take ginseng pills instead.

- Markttd Wor.1hip
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Wellness 101
SIMPLE TREATM E NTS FOR COMMON STUDENT AILMENTS

2Cl

No matter how hard you try to stay
healthy, you're bound to get sick now and
then. And no matter how carefully you eat
and drink, you're likely to suffer from bad
breath or hangovers once in a while.
Most of the ailments and unpleasant
afflictions that stude nts get don't require a
visit to the doctor or the Student Health
Center. Here are some natural remedies
and tips you can t ry on your own.
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THE TR EATME N T:

Less caffeine, more rest.
TH E

'
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THE AILME N T:

THE AILMENT:

Menstrual Cramps

Bad Breath

TH E TREATME N T:

THE TREATME N T:

•

•

Herbs and toot h-brushing.

THE ADVIC E :

TH E ADVICE:

"Being physically fit is very helpful,"says
dietician Sue Rose. "A good exercise
regimen is useful."
Susan Lark, MD, director of the
PMS Self-Help center in Los Altos,
California, recommends eating foods high
in the minerals calcium, potassium and
magnesium. She also advises a mineral
bath to relax your muscles and relieve
cramps. Add one cup of sea salt and one
cup of baking soda to a warm bath and
soak for 20 minutes.
If a bath isn't convenient, P eg
Pepping, RN, MS, recommends another
way of using heat. "Get in a fetal position
and apply a heating pad to your
abdomen," she says. Then go out and get
involved in something that will distract
you from the pain. "Occupy your brain
with something that feels good, like a
massage or a movie, so that your brain's
perception of pain is blocked," Pepping
says.

AI L M EN T

Insomnia

~

•

Heat, a healthy diet and exercise.

TH E

ADVIC E :

"It takes caffeine at least six hours to flush
out of your system," says Rose. "Cut off
sodas and coffee at least six hours before
you go to bed." Be aware that caffeine is
found in Mountain Dew, Orange Crush
and other non-colas.
Bright lights during the evening a nd
at night can throw off your sleep cycle,
says Danielle Genez, MS, RD, LDN.
"Avoid reading and watching television in
your bedroom," she says. Make sure y our
bed is associated only with sleep.

"Carry a tiny plastic bag of cloves, fennel
. to::,e r.a=================
or anise seeds to chew after odorous
e
.D
meals," says Pepping. Peppermint and
c½
parsley leaves are also effective. "The
~
~
parsley that decorates your plate at
.E-"c
r estaurants is there for a reason.," she
says.
Brush y our teeth at least three times a
day, making sure to gently brush y our
tongue, too.
~
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Hangover

The Common Cold

TH E

r

•

THE AILMENT:

Fluids, particularly fruit juices.

.D

•

THE AILl\'lE N T:

THE TREATl\'l EN T:

rr==================;;;i..c

•

ADVICE:

"A large glass of orange juice or tomato
juice will help accelerate r emoval of the
alcohol in you r system the morning after,"
according to Seymour Diamond, MD,
director of Diamond Headache Clinic in
Chicago. "It contains a sugar called fructose, which helps the body burn alcohol
faster."
"Headaches are usually associated
with dehydration," adds Linda Mulkerin,
RN. Even if you don't feel thirsty, drink
as much water as you can before calling it
•
an evening.
"Prevention is the best cure,"
says Pepping.

TH E

•

TREATMENT:

Rest, vitamin C, zinc, a nd laying off the
•
cigarettes.
TH E

ADVICE:

More than 150 viruses can cause cold s
by infecting the upper respiratory tract.
"Smoking aggravates a throat that may
already feel irritated from a cold," says
naturopath Charles Silverman, ND. He
recommends sucking on zinc lozenges.
"Lozenges can reduce colds up to four
days, and reduce symptoms such as a
dry, irritated throat,'' he says.

- E. Latrice John.1on

-In a romen rut?
Tips for making better meals
By E. Latrice Johnc1on

WHAT TO KEEP OH HAND

pasta and fresh tomatoes. Try adding
various herbs (thyme, basil, oregano)
and steamed vegetables (broccoli, zucchini, mushrooms).
Noodles are truly a multicultural
food, so don't stick to the Italian
approach. Try rice noodles with sauteed
chicken and peanut sauce, or make a
soup w ith buckwheat noodles and
spinach. And the next time you're down
to ramen, drain the noodles and toss
them with soy sauce, sesame oil and
sesame seeds for a change of pace.

2. Find something fishy. "A can of
·--"u ........
~
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G race Roh, 22, a recent graduate of
the Cooking and Hospitality Institute of
Chicago, has been passionate about
cooking since junior high sch ool. While
most of her friends spent h ome economics class flirting with boys or watching
the clock, she was finding her calling.
At home, she experimented in her
mother's kitchen, where she had a positive role model. "Cooking was something th at my mother took pride in,"
Roh says. "Seeing her happy, preparing
meals for our family, made me want to
do it, too."
By the time she graduated from high
school, Roh was sure she wanted a
career in culinary arts. "It's my passion,"
Roh says. "At first it was a hobby, but it
grew into something more."
Few college students share her enthusiasm or her competence in the kitchen.
If y ou· don't know your pots from y our
pans, h ere are some suggestions for
prep aring quick, easy, inexpensive
meals that should get you out of your
ramen-noodle rut.

1. Use you:r noodles. "All you need
is cooked pasta, garlic and tomatoes,
and y ou can make like 20 dishes," Roh
says. Saute garlic in oil and toss it with

tuna can take you a long way," Roh
says. Mixed with mayo and celery
seeds, it's a spread for bread or the middle layer of a tuna melt. Crumbled
together with onions, it's a topping for
rice or couscou s. Tossed on a bed of
romaine lettuce with some croutons and
tomato wedges, it's a quick and easy
salad. Try other fish and seafoods, too,
like canned salmon and precooked crab
sticks.

3. Use you:r imagination. When you
get creative, there's no limit to the skillet. "Gath er a few of your favorite
spices and mix them together," Roh
says. Then try adding them to dishes
that no longer excite you. If you're tired
of p lain refried beans and salsa on tortillas, try adding cumin, cilant ro and a
squeeze of lime. If burgers are your
basic meal, try topping them with barbecue sau ce or steak sauce instead of
ketchup. Don't be discouraged if all
your concoctions aren't winners. "It's a .
concept of trying," Roh says.

4. Don't give up. Cooking can be
taxing, especially after a full day of
school and work. But a good meal can
also revive you . So try to enjoy your
food.
"Eating, sleeping and working are
functions of our lives," Roh says.
"Embrace them and don't let them over,,
tak e you.

Pasta - Try whole
wheat and regular
pasta so you have
•
some variety.
O live oil and vinegar - The oil can
be used to cook practically anything, and the combination makes
a nice salad dressing.
Bacon bits - Crumble over a salad
or bean soup, or use in a sandwich
with lettuce and tomato.
Cou scous - This
quick-cooking tiny
pasta is a welcome
alternative to rice.
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Peanut b utter an d jelly - Filling
and healthy, these are student
pantry staples.
Seasonings - Use cajun or all-purpose seasoning to jazz up veggies,
meats and grilled sandwiches.
Keep garlic and Italian herbs on
hand for pasta dishes.
Cheese - Good on
those days when
you're sick of
PB&J.
Prepar ed meats and pre-cut
vegetables - These are healthy
choices when you don't have time
to cook. Stock frozen veggies, too.
Crackers - Can stand in for bread
if you haven't been to the stor e
lately.
Bouillon or broth Use instead of water
1
e
to add richness to
..o
.
j
couscous or rice
l
dish es, or use it as a
~
L - - - - - - - ~ t:
base for soup.
Condiments - Mayo, mustard,
ketchup, pesto, soy sauce, hot
sau ce, salt and pepper can
improve nearly any dish that doesn't come out as tasty as you hoped.

Yoga-a-Go-Go
How to stretch and tone if y ou h ave no time

By Sara Bikman
Between attending classes, busting
your hump at work and all that tr avel
time in between, when are you supp osed
to find a moment to exercise?
How about d u ring your commute?
Yoga, which strengthens and tones muscles, stimulates organs, and improves
balance, is the perfect exercise for busy
stud.e nts.
Here are some simple exer cises that
can be done on b uses, p latforms, trains
and elevator s th r oughou t C hicago.

C

.,"
C

Abdomen:

Bha radvaja's Twist
• massages organs in the abdomen
• r elieves back an d neck aches
• relieves stress
• impr oves digestion
You'll h ave plenty of time to perfect this
p ose at th e e nd of your day on th e long
trip home.

Butt:

Mountain P ose
• improves p osture
• firms abs and butt
• strength ens thighs, k nees a nd a nkles
This inconspicu ous p ose can be done in
a crow ded elevator. Just stand with you r
feet parallel and sh oulder-width apart
a nd breathe.

Shoulders:

Warrior II P ose
• stretches shoulder s, lungs, ch est and
•
gr oin
• stimulates abs
•
•
• incr eases stamina
• eases back pain
Practice this pose w hile waiting to catch
the Metra. By the time you get t o th e
suburbs, you'll feel like a million buck s.
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Diaphragm:

.,"

D ownward-F acing Dog
• calms, r elieves stress and mild
depression
•
• energizes
• relieves high blood p r essure, asthma
a n d sinusitis
Assume this p osition on the "L" p latform
and preten d you 're looking for your lost
contact lens.

R evolved Triangle P ose
• str engthen s/stretch es legs, hips and
•
spme
• impr oves b alan ce
• r elieves mild b ack p ain
Assu me this p ose while waiting for the
tr ain after work . But 0e carefu l not to
touch the floor, especially if you ' re
waiting for th e R ed Line.
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more ECHO online at:
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:

www.echomogonline.com

:

:

enjoy!
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Heart:

;'

Legs :

Chair Pose
• stimulates heart, abs a n d diaphragm
• stretches shoulders and chest
• reduces flat feet
Assume this p ose in the bus or on
th e "L" (if you're lucky enough to
get a seat).
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Lodging for less
H ostels make budget travel possible
By Emily Zielke
After spending
two years with the
Peace Corps in
Turkmenistan,
Cecelia Quinn, 25,
wanted to travel
more of the world.
But on her small
stipend, she couldn't
afford more than a
few nights in regular
hotels. Instead she
stayed in h ostels, where she was able to find a comfortable bed
for as little as
$3 a night and spend two
months traveling all over
Southeast Asia.
H ostels are the key to
budget travel. At th ese informal, basic but friendly
accommodations, visitors
share amenities, do some
household chores and meet
backpackers and other
budget travelers.
H ostels originated in 1909,
w hen Richard Schirrman, a young
German school- c -. ,.
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, own country.
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Today there are more
than 4,500 hostels in 60 countries, according
to the International Youth Hostel Federation.
There are several types of hostels. Some offer dormitorystyle accommodations, usually divided by gender. Others offer
co-ed sleeping rooms with several bunk beds. Some offer private r ooms. But in all cases, th ere is a shared kitchen and
guests are required to do some chores.
There also are home hostels-typically a room in a singlefamily home. Kim Spilker, 34, of Chicago, stayed in a home
hostel in France. "The hostel was a tiny, tiny apartment run by
a y oung couple. I remember walking inside and a young, curly
red-haired guy was hanging upside-down in the entrance.
'Welcome to Nice,' he said in his cute little accent. I knew it
Would be ridiculously easy to meet people [staying in hostels] ."
Nearly all hostels rely on their guests to be courteous. The
1
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bike rentals, hiking tours
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and, in the case of San
Francisco's famous
Green Tortoise hostel, bus tours to parks and festivals.
DePaul student Ellen Griffith, 25, studied abroad in
Sheffield, England, and decided to travel around
Europe when the dorms were closed between sessions.
S h e fe ll in love w ith hostels.
"The people working in hostels were always so h elpful and laid back," she says. "They had tons of information on what to do and sometimes even offered to show
me around personally."
What hostels lack in luxury they often more than
make up for in location. For example, the Relais de la Jeunesse
Thalassa h ostel in th e Cap d'Ail on the French Riviera is set on
a cliff overlooking the Mediterranean Sea. Women sleep inside
the beautiful old Victorian house; men sleep outside in big
fancy tents. Sometimes owner Paolo Donatini cooks a big meal
in the evening for his guests.
The general attitude of hostels and hostel travelers is
expressed by a sign hanging above the door to a popular hostel
in Barcelona, the Kabul House: "A stranger is only a friend we
haven ,t met yet. "
Hostels are relatively easy to find in travel guides aimed
at younger travelers, such as the Let'J Go series, or online.
Some helpful hostel-finding sites include rf!Wfv.bo.Jtelconz,
,vwu,.boot.Jnallconz, www.guiJefon:urope.conz and
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Five affordable spring break destinations
By Sara Bikman

Come April, will you be sick of hearing your peers talk
endlessly about their fabulous trip to Cancun or their raging
time in the Bahamas over spring break? Will you want to
wring their tan little necks or throw a nice cold strawberry
daiquiri right in their faces?
If your bank account is keeping you away from the airport, don't despair. Gather some friends, fill up the tank and
~~_, enjoy a crazy spring break road trip that will give you some_ __, thing to brag about.
If you're hard up for
destinations, here are a few
•
suggestions.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH : Denver is the perfect place if you're
starved for high peaks and wide-open spaces but still want
your city comforts.

DON'T MI SS :

BREW IT UP: A stone's throw from Chicago, Milwaukee is the
birthplace of Miller and Pabst. You can bet your ride home
that its bar district will have you hung over in no time. Don't
want to drink? Check out the city's historical locations and
•
great eateries.

• Pike's Peak. This 18,000-foot natural wonder will take your
br eath away (or maybe that's the altitude change!). Ride the
Cog Trains and see the views that inspired Katharine Lee
Bates to pen the words to "America, the Beautiful."
• Coors Brewery, atl3th and Ford streets in nearby Golden,
Colo. Ninety-minute tours (first-come, first-serve) are given
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Saturday. (303)
277- BEER.
• LoDo's Bar and Grill (1946 Market St.). This is where the
young crowd gathers to chat and chow. Or visit Jax Fish
House (1539 17th St.) for its raw bar, which features clams,
oysters, lobster and crab.
ARE WE THERE YET? 1,005 miles; 15 hours and 30 minutes.

DON ' T MIS S:
• The Captain Frederick Pabst Victorian Mansion (2000 W
Wisconsin Ave.). Tours of the sprawling estate are $7 for
students.
• The Milwaukee Art Museum (700 N. Art Museum Drive).
The museum is topped with the Burke Brise Soleil, a pair
of 217-foot movable wings that control the lighting and
temperature inside.
• The arid, tropical and show domes at the Mitchell Park
Horticultural Conservatory (524 S. Layton Blvd.). See plant
life from Madagascar and mingle with rainforest birds and
•
iguanas.
• The Safe House restaurant (779 N. Front St.). If you don't
know the password for this spy-themed bar/restaurant,
you'll have to perform a few tasks to get in. But it's worth
the humiliation. Look for a white storefront with a sign
reading "International Exports, Ltd."
ARE WE THERE YET? 90 miles; 1 hour and 40 minutes.

PARTY GRAS : New Orleans isn't just a great place to go for
Mardi Gras. Visit historic museums and see the south as it
once was. Shop on Magazine Street or go paddle-boating at
St. John's Bayou.

DO N' T MISS:
• Cabildo, Louisiana's State Museum ( 701 Charles St .),
w here the Louisiana Purchase was signed in 1803.
• Classic New Orleans dishes. Try some cafe au lait and
beignets for breakfast; gu mbo or shrimp remoulade for
lunch; colorful hom emade sorbets for a snack between shopping or shows.
• Tipitina's (233 North Peters St.) for live N'Awlins jazz.
• M ardi Gras World (233 Newton S t .) if you 're still aching for
some purple beads fo be thrown you r way. See w her e Mardi
Gr as gets "made. "
ARE WE THERE YET?: 930 miles; 14 hou rs.

SEEING CINCI: C incinnati offers more to do than, well, than
any other place you'll find in Ohio. See an independent film at
the Esq uire; stop a nd shop at one of the many boutiques; or
have some coffee and a chat at Sitwell's.

DON'T MISS:

GO ABROAD: Windsor, O ntario, is reachable by car th rough the
D etroit/Windsor Tunnel (it's 75 feet u nderground and almost a
mile long). I know, I know -- it's Canada. But it still counts.
And the legal drinking age is 19 !

DON' T MISS:
• Lake E rie's Pelee Island. Take a fer ry fr om t he mainland,
then bike, wander or dine on this q uaint isla nd.
• Colio Estate Wines (2300 H a ines Rd.) . Twenty-min ute tours
daily.
• Aar'd'vark Blues Cafe (89 U niversity Ave. W). Listen to
great live blues withou t a cover charge.
• Lumberjack Restau rant (475 Tecu mseh Rd. E.) for wood grilled steaks and seafood cooked righ t in front of you .
ARE WE THERE YET? 285 miles; 4 hours and 30 minutes.

• Teak T hai Cuisine & S ushi Bar (1 049-5 1 St. Gr egory St.) .
Try to get a seat on the patio, wher e the ambiance makes the
crab p uffs and p lum wine taste even better. Then head over
t o Longworth 's (1108 St. Gr egory St.) or the Blind Lemon
(936 Hatch S t .) for after-dinner drinks.
• The Over-the-Rhine Arts District, Cinci's flou rishing a rt
scene. Exhibits at the Art Acad emy of Cincinnati showcase
work by students and alu mni.
• S ky line Chili, Cinci's own concoction that is proudly eaten
by the locals at all times of day or night . Multiple locations,
some open 24 hou rs, make it easy to find.
ARE WE THERE YET? 300 miles; 5 hours.

Car Quest
Don't have a car? Ren ting one is surprisingly affordable.
If you're under 25, E nterprise Rent-A-Car is y our b est
bet. Economy cars (think Chevy Aveo) are about $25 a
day with u nlimited miles in Illinois, W isconsin, Indiana,
Michigan and Iowa. If y ou're going further, you get 250
free miles a day, so watch out: You may have to pay 25
cents per mile after that. At Budget or H ertz, weekly
rates are $ 155 and $220 r espectively, depending on how
old you ar e and what kind of insur ance (if any) you pur chase. Budget rents to 2 1- to 24 year-olds for an additional $12 a day; H ertz has age restrictions. As always,
shop ar ound before you choose because rental costs and
packages frequently change.
- S. B.
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The Road Less Traveled
Vacations for people with big hearts and small budgets
By Emily Zielke

If you long to join the Peace Corps but can't fathom mak-

Farms, located outside of Sydney, Australia, volunteers stay in

ing the two-year commitment, consider a volunteer vacation.

dorm-style accommodations and are fed organic meals in

Depending on your skills and interests, you could find your-

exchange for helping farmers build fences, make compost,

self studying Machalilla sea turtles in the Galapagos Islands or

plant, weed and perform other farm tasks.

helping build orphanages in Jamaica, and still have time to

Cross Cultural Solutions, which works in Poland, Ukraine

wander around on week-

and Latvia, offers coun seling

ends.

and job-training to women who

There are five main

have turned to prostitution to

types of volunteer travel:

support themselves. Other

environmental and scien-

European groups welcome vol-

tific research, community

unteers to help with conserva-

development, cultural

tion projects, archeological digs,

exploration, medical relief

botanical research and other
•

and social justice. Time

proJects.

commitments vary wide-

Earthwatch Institute offers

ly, as do necessary skills.

volunteer trips in 47 countries.

For example, Lod

Last year it enlisted the help of

Medico.1 Voladoru (the

3,500 volunteers who helped

Flying Doctors), which

work on conservation and other

provides free health care

environmental projects.
Adventurous spirits who

to p oor people in Mexico
and Central America,

choose these type of vacations

accepts volunteers who

never know what skills they're

have only a long weekend

going to pick up. "I learned so

to offer and no medical

much, like how to mix cement,"

training. "By nature, I'm

laughs Elizabeth Bergner, 24, a

not the type to volunteer.

graduate of the University of

But four days in

Chicago who spent two weeks

Ensefiada with Lod

building a hospital in the tiny

Medico.1 Voladoru, watch-

mountain village of La

ing the doctors and

Esperanza, Honduras. She also

dentists and appreciative

learned a lot about humanity. "I

faces of the patients and

really admired how the commu-

children, had a discernible effect on me," says LMV volunteer

nity worked together and shared everything: the work, the

Michael Martinez, who acted as a "go-fer" on the trip.

food, the goods. It was a communal spirit like I had never

"Beyond that, the camaraderie and sense of family within my

seen before."

travel group made me feel as if I belonged. It felt better and
more rewarding than a week on the beach in Hawaii."
Volunteer vacations are available all over the globe, not
only in Third World countries. At Willing Workers of Organic

To find a volunteer vacation that suits you, visit

,v,v,v.weaLut.org, which lists more than 10,000 volunteer
vacations in 165 countries.
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When you want a good sandwich, go somewhere else.
If you want the best sandwich in town, or rather,
fourteen of the best, come to Dagwood's.
Where else are you going to find sandwiches like the
Wicked 'Wich, a spicy blend of chicken breast and
melted cheddar on top of a fresh-baked roll, or our
Dagwood, ten-whole-inches of seven meats and four
cheeses? And if salads are your thing, we've got those.
Bunches of 'em! Along with a variety of juices, shakes,
and Intelligentsia coffees. And if you swing by in the
morning, we've also got breakfast!
Why else would you go anywhere but Dagwood's?
We're Chicago's newest and best.

•
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162 North Franklin St. (at Randolph) in Chicago
phone 312 845 5001 fax 312 845 5002
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Portables

Powe rBook G4 12"

iBook 12"

14"

from$899

from $1,199

17"

15"

from $1,399

from $1,799

from$2,499

Desktops

l
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Mac Mini

eMac

iMacGS

Power Mac GS

Displays

from$479

from $749

from $1,199

from $1,349

from$899

Apple Software
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iPod

iPod mini

iPodphoto

MacOSX

ilife 'OS

from$99

from$269

$229

from $469

$69

$S9
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II The Apple Store @ Columbia
623 S. Wabash, Suite 205
Phone: 312.344.BMAC
http://www.colum.edu/applestore/
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iWork

°""'

Final Cut Express HD iWork 'OS
$149

$49

The Apple Store for Education
www.apple.com/education/store/
(800) MY-APPLE
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Microsoft Office
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iPod shuffle

0

$149.9S

Com1nunity Media

orkshop 's newest ·de
to Chi-~ o media & beyond
Search for journalists and news

outlets by name, beats, title,
readership, ethnicity and language
Customize lists and print labels
Learn from journalists and

media experts who offer advice
in feature articles and video

Order the book and CD
•
at www.newst1ps.org

Wine
&

Spiri ts

II

•
- El Entertainment News

•

ROUP

REGULAR SCHEDULE

CONTACT INFORMATION

LOCATION

Wed+ Thu 8pm,
Fri 7+1Opm, Sat 4, 7+1Opm
Sun 1,4+7pm

Box Office 773.348.4000
ticketmaster 312.902.1500
ticketmaster.com
Group Sales 773.348.3300

Briar Street Theatre
3133 North Halsted Chicago
1.800.BLUEMAN
blueman.com

Schedule subject to change.

Student Rush Tickets may be purchased at the box office with a valid ID 2 hours before show time.
2 tickets per ID. Subject to availability. Schedule subject to change, visit blueman.com for the most
up-t o-date schedule.
@eMP

Better sa e t~ an s
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Get informed and avoid infection
By Marquita Harri:!
When you hear the term "sexually
transmitted disease," you probably think
about H IV/A IDS. But an older STD is
still a threat to young Chicagoans:
syphilis.
"The biggest myth of syphilis is that it
doesn't exist anymore," says Beau
Gratzer, men's health promotion manager at the Howard Brown Clinic, who has
been working on syphilis awareness
since 2002. "It was a big issue in the
1950s and '60s, but now because treatment is so attainable, it hasn't gotten
much attention."
According to the STD/HIV
Prevention and Care Program of the
Chicago Department of Public Health
(CDPH), Chicago had an estimated
1,582 new cases of syphilis between
1998 and 2002 - the highest incidence in
the nation. Syphilis is a dangerous disease in its own right, and because it

weakens the immune system and causes
open sores, it can also increase susceptibility to the HIV virus, which leads to
AIDS.
Because of the high incidence of
syphilis in Chicago, the CDPH's
Syphilis Elimination Task Force
launched a campaign in 2001 called "Get
Tested Chicago" to call attention to the
disease. You may have seen posters on
CTA buses and trains promoting awareness of syphilis testing and treatment.
In 2004, the incidence of syphilis was
25 percent lower than in 2002 in Cook
County, but some local clinics observed
an increase in college-age student infections. Public health administrator
Marguerite Harold, head of the
H IV/AIDS training unit for the CDPH
and a fine arts major at Columbia
College, says that in spite of all the
media attention to STDs, students still

''Get Tested Chicago'' was one of the many efforts to stop the
spread of syphilis.

need more information about how
prevalent these diseases are and what
they should do to protect themselves,
including getting tested.
"Students often have a fear of getting
tested, so why not make it easier?" she
asks. "Have a list on Oasis of clinics
where students can get tested."
An unscientific survey of my friends
supports her claim. They are afraid of
being tested and are still pretty unclear
about the damage syphilis could do to
their health.
"It just causes bumps on the penis and
vagina," one friend told me.
"You can only get the disease through
regular sex," another asserted.
In fact, the disease is more dangerous
and more contagious than either friend
realizes.
"A lot of people think that they can
protect themselves from syphilis by
using a condom," Harold says. "If only
they knew."
On that note, get out your highlighter
and start reading.
Syphilis is spread through contact
with a sore on an infected person. The
bacteria that causes syphilis can't
su rvive outside the body, so contact with
objects touched by an infected person
won't cause infection. Therefore,
touching doorknobs and sitting on toilet
seats in public restrooms won't lead to
infection. But unlike chlamydia, gonorrhea and other common STDs, syphilis
can pass from person to person without
vaginal or anal sex. Last fall the CDPH
released a study concluding that 13.7
percent of syphilis cases were spread
through oral sex. It can also spread
through kissing if one partner has an
open sore.
During the first or primary stage of
syphilis, an infected person develops
small lesions called chancres (pronounced "shank-ers") on the genitals or

''The biggest myth of
syphilis is that it
doesn't exist onymo:re. ''
•

in the mouth or a nus . These chancer s,
w hich contain active bacteria, disappear
within one to five weeks. Then, two to
seven months after contracting syphilis,
a p erson may develop rash es, patchy
h air loss and clusters of hard, white
genital warts.
"The rash on the body during the
second stage always app ears on the soles
of the feet or palms of the hands," says
G ratzer. "[The sor es] are always bilateral, meaning they app ear on both sides of
the body in equal positions." These rashes, along with fever, fatigue an d
headaches common to this stag·e, clear
up as a person reach es the latent stage.
The person isn't contagious at this stage,
but he or she still has syphilis.
The third stage, which may happen
yea rs or even a decade later, is the most
dangerous. Without treatment, the infection continu es a destructive cour se
through th e body, cau sing difficulty with
muscle movement, heart p roblems, and
brain a n d nerve damage. It can lead to
blin d ness, deafness and even death.
"The most extreme case I've seen
has been neurosyphilis," says Gratzer.
Neu rosyphilis affects th e b rain and
spinal cord. It can cause dementia,
seizures and in the most extreme cases,
death.
"Syphilis can increase one's chan ces
in contracting HIV," Gratzer says. His
assertion is supported by research from
the Centers for Disease Control that
found people infected with syphilis are
two to five times more likely than

n oncarriers to contract HIV (human
immunodeficiency virus) the viru s that
causes AIDS (acq u ired immunodeficiency syndrome). This is attributed to the
open chancr es w hich make it easier for
the HIV virus to enter the body.
Syphilis is serious. But it doesn't
have to ruin your life. In the early
stages, treatment takes effect almost
imm ediately; 24 hours after getting a
shot of p enicillin, an infected person is
no longer contagious . (Alternatives to
penicillin are available for those who are
allergic to this drug.)

,_

Treatment doesn't make you
immune to syphilis, however. You can
still catch it again if you're re-exposed.
And those you 've exposed may still harbor the disease too. For this reason, it's
important to contact any one you've had
intimate physical contact with during
t he period in which you had the disease.
Yeah it 's awkward; yeah it might
be embarrassing, but you owe it to
those you've been involved with and to
y ourself.
Not making the right decision might
come back a nd bite you in the ass, or
give y ou a second round in the syphilis
ring. So just be smart. After all, it's better safe th a n syph ilis.

For more information or to
find a clinic near you , visit
www.gettestedchicago .com
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Don't be so surprised! Know that syphilis can increase your chances of
getting HIV/AIDS with or without a condom. So get tested ... and treated.
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Green and growing
The Chicago Center for Green Technology is cultivating eco-awareness

By Emily Zielke

Atop a former brownfield on a desolate strip of Sacramento
Avenue, the Chicago Center for Green Technology stands as
proof that we can clean up our environmental act.
The entire building is made of reused and recycled
materials, from the flooring (wine corks), to the bathroom tiles
(airplane glass) and stall doors (milk jugs and pop bottles),
to the ceiling tiles (newspapers). Even the bricks and pipes
are second-hand.
,
Inside are successful eco-oriented businesses, such as Spire,
w hich manufactures solar panels, and Greencorps Chicago,
w hich gives lectures on environmental awareness at Chicago
P ublic Schools and contributes to the research and design of
w ater-efficient devices. The parking lot is full of hybrid or
electric cars recharging their batteries. The bumper stickers
read, "Give waterless urinals a chance" and "A new solution
.
,,
comes up every mornmg.
Until 1995, this had been the site of a recycling center for
concrete, building materials and road demolition waste. The
p iles were up to 70 feet high and so heavy they sank 15 feet
into the ground. Environmental engineer Renante Marante
says that the soil was contaminated with various toxins. An
old office building, formerly belonging to Kraft Foods Inc.,
stood on the site.
The city sued the property owners for negligence and took
over the site. Then the Illinois Environmental Protection
Ag ency worked with city departments, local environmental
gr oups and private partners to clean up the brownfield. The
w ork took 18 months and cost $9 million.
"Nine million sounds like a lot, but it's actually half of what
w ould normally be used on a site that big," says Larry Merritt,
a media correspondent for the Chicago Department of
Planning and Development.
T he savings came from the city's
decision to sort the materials
before recycling them and to

reuse everything possible, an unusual practice in the world of
urban construction.
Project Coordinator Elise Zelechowski leads free tours of
the center upon request. She takes visitors through the building and to the outside gardens, pointing out the re-emergence
of the prairie grasses that grew here before the land was
developed. "The best time to come is in the spring when the
aster and shooting star plants are blooming," she says. "They
look exotic, but they're actually native to this part of Illinois."
There's more greenery on the roof, and small living exhibits
outside demonstrate the different types of green roofs used
by the city. Solar panels collect energy above every window,
and a solar greenhouse in the back guarantees greenery
year-round.
"Even the elevators use green technology," Zelechowski
says. "They run on canola oil for hydraulic fluid, since all
elevators leak and using acid creates a mini-brownfield
underneath."
The Chicago Center for Green Technology was the first
municipal building to win platinum certification, the highest
honor, from the United States Green Building Council
(USGBC), a Washington D.C.-based non-profit coalition of
leaders in environmental protection and the building industry.
"A big municipal project like this one is great for the green
movement," says USGBC Coordinator Taryn Holowka. "It
gets a lot of attention and people learn it's actually less
expensive [to use green technology] in the long run."
Visitors can tour the building and visit the public research
center and library, or attend free classes and certification
programs. For more information or a schedule, call
(312) 74 6-9642 or visit u,u,,v.cityofchicago.orglenvirorzmerzt/greentech.

Irv Kupcinet brought talk-show host Phil Donohue to the
venue, giving the Baton national exposure. Donohue featured
th e Baton on his program, introducing it to a mainstream
audience. "It seemed after the first Donohue show, the whole
business started moving up," Flint says. "So I always cr edit
Irv Kupcinet for giving me my really, really big break."
As the club's popularity grew, Flint added more entertainers
while maintaining the original lip-synch format. In 1980, he
- - - - - - i founded the Miss Continental P ageant, a national competition
for female impersonators, from which h e still draws new
talent for the club. Today the Baton employs seven full-time
p erformers. The range of their material is enormous, from
J.Lo to The Temptations, fr om Las Vegas style performances
to seductive solo acts. "You 'd probably have to come maybe
200 t imes to see all the things we do," Flint says.
The Baton has h elped transform the image of drag shows.
Flint is adamant about offering respectable entertainment and
vows to run a "clean b ar." Perfomers must arrive on time, be
drug-free and interact positively with each other and the audience. "We try to keep no vulgarity in the show. [The performers] want t o compliment women. That's the b eauty of it," he
says. In 36 years, Flint has only had to fire one performer, and
that was for drug abuse.
Flint does not tolerate raunchy behavior by audien ce members either. Although he employs no bouncers, Flint has
r efused service to trouble-making customers. " [If] you'r e
going to cause a p r oblem, you're not coming in the door," Flint
says. " [Once] this woman was so drunk; I said 'I'm sorry,
ma'am, I can't let you in.' She looked at me and said, 'You'r e
an asshole.' I said, 'That's very true, but I'm a nice asshole."'
But don't let Flint's den-mother rules fool you. Like mischiev ous children, Baton performers have been known to titillate audiences with a flash of a fleshy breast or bare bottom
when it's least expected.

Ladies of the House
Chilli Pepper has been performing at the Baton for more
than 10 years. Sitting at the bar after the early sh ow on a
Wednesday night, she is pleasant and gracious. She has a
slight Spanish accent, sophisticated black attire and jewels
sparkling from h er hands, neck and face. When two appreciative gentlemen come over and compliment h er performance,
she thank s them for their kind words.
But on stage, Chilli Pepper is intimidating. As she glides
across the stage in her white pant suit, she mocks some of the
male audien ce members by comparing the size of their
manhood to her pinky finger while lip-synching to The
Divinyls' "I Touch Myself."
"When we perform for an audience and when people are
your audience, it's like a mirror," she says. "Because you are

Chilli Pepper is gracious and pleasant off- stage ,
but o commanding presence during the show . ''I om o
bionic woman ,'' she soys.
looking at them to see what they are feeling or going through
with y ou and you hope that they are experiencing something
wonderful so they can come back or tell their f,iends."
And they do. Repeat customer Michael Witt has been back
to see the show 12 times, often bringing along his friend,
Alexis Vincencio. Witt was amazed the first time h e saw the
entertainers in th eir nig httime attire. "They don 't look good
w h en they walk in," Witt says. "They went on stage, I turned
around, and I was like wow!"
The heterosexual male customers say it's the entertainers'
cha risma, not their gender, that brings th em back for more .
"The energy they spread, it's nice," Vincencio says. "It's way
different than some other shows."
"Th ey're out ther e having a good time, and I'm having a
g ood time too," Witt says. "They're a bu nch of stars up there."
Regine Phillips is glamorous in her slinky cocktail dress.

Her manicured nails retrieve the spaghetti strap that slips
suggestively off her shoulder. Her skin glows a beautiful
copper and her eyes twinkle under perfectly applied mascara.
It's hard to grasp that she is a man.
Phillips has been performing at the Baton for almost two
y ears. She has made her mar k with a dead-on J.Lo impersonation and model-per fect looks. A native of the Philippines, she
got her start 12 years ago in Florida w hen a friend dared her to
participate in an amateur night contest. "They think that I
w on't do it, and the next thing I know, I was doing it," says
Phillips.
Phillips moved to Nashville, where she honed her art as a
female impersonator. "God k nows I looked like Bozo the
Clown when I was first doing shows," Phillips says. "I've been
laughed at. I 've had the door closed. When people do that, it
makes you even stronger. [You think] 'I 'm going to be better.
O ne day you'r e going to need me."'
She was right. Today the Baton is P hillips' full-time job, a
position to w hich she devotes many hours on- and off-stage. A
dedicated seamstress, Phillips designs and sews her own intricate costumes and does her own make-up. She also continues
to create new musical numbers which she performs in her second language, English.
It's not always easy. "Som e days you wake up and say, 'Hey
I'm feeling gorgeous,"' she says. "The next day you wake up
and say, 'Oh I feel like shit.' But I like what I do, so I'm not
going to complain."
Phillips lives her off-stage life as a woman, too. She takes
d octor-prescr ibed female hormones to develop breasts and
reduce facial hair growth. But she hasn't committed to a full
surgical gender transformation. "I 'm happy for r ight now," she
says. "I'm going to take my time."

Behind the Scenes
Phillips' family has accepted her gender identity and the way
she expresses it. She lives with her male partner of 12 years,
whom she calls her husband. T he two met when he was stationed with a military unit in Florida. Both of their families
accept the couple's relationship and Phillips' gender choice.
"My family loves it. His family loves it," Phillips says. "There is
no secret. Everything is open. I'm really, really blessed."
But outside her family, she finds some negative reactions.
Some men are disgusted by the idea of a man dressing as a
woman, and some women are intimidated. "I don't think they
should [be] , because they are the reason we dr ess up like this,"
she says of the women. "I want to be like you. You live as a
woman, so that's what I try to do for myself, because I love it,
because I'm liking w hat I see."
C hilli Pepper also lives as a woman off-stage. She enjoys
having the ability to determine the way others see and respond

Some audience members flirtatiously deposit their
tips in the folds on the performers ' costumes.
Regine Phillips gladly accepts.

to her. "If you p r esent yourself as a lady, they'll tr eat you like
one. Present yourself as a whore and they'll treat you like one.
It's what presentation is all about," she says.
Ultimately, Phillips would like to live in a world fr ee of
stereotypes and gender judgments. "I'm a human being," she
says. "People say, 'Oh you'r e a transsexual. You're this; you'r e
[that] .' I don't judge you for w ho you are, so why judge me for
dressing up as a woman? You have your fantasy. Why d o you
have to ruin mine?"
Chilli Pepper, too, thinks people ar e too hung up on issues of
gender-appropriate dress and behavior. "There is no such thing
as dressing as a man or woman," she insists. "It doesn't have
anything to do with clothes. It's how you p r esent yourself.''
Amy Hawkins, who has w ritten extensively about gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender issues, says society should move
away from stereotypes. "People should self-define and get
away from these defmitions rather than label people," says
Hawkins.
So how does Chilli Pepper defme herself? "I don't like
'drag queen'," she says. "Drag is more comedic and fun, things
people do for Halloween; if I would have to fall into something,
I would just tell people I'm an entertainer," she says.
"A bionic woman."
But even Phillips and Chilli Pepper would have to admit
that if people weren't inter ested in those who challenge gender
identity, they might be out of jobs. In the end, Phillips says,
patrons come to the Baton because "they like to see men in a
dress!"
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An ane.ient sm.okin~ PituaL Lnds a modePn

Stoked About Smoke ...
HooKAH BARS AR~ p1p1n~ Ho-r
B~ aennifeF ALdeFS

Upon entering the bar,
you're instantly immersed in
scents of apple and rose and
su rrou nded by tapestries of
dar k red, midnight blue and
canary yellow. P eople lounge
on pillows, talking in many languages and playing backgammon. Loud Middle-Eastern
m usic surrounds you; it overwhelms y ou.
Then you see the belly
dancer, and you know you're in
for an interesting r ide.
This is Samah, a hookah bar.
Wait. A who what?
A hookah bar is a place
where y ou can get a taste of a
traditional Middle-Eastern
smoking ritual using a hookah
(also known as a water pipe,
shisha, nargile, or hubbly bubbly) .
lllAnY HOO.Jli.AH BARS A.£.SO
Modern hookahs contain a
HOST B££.£.Y-DAne1n~ p-r.Rmixture of hon ey, molasses and
,_ ,_
b
l
h
FORinAner.s.
<1oidoa, or to acco, a ong wit a
choice of up to 30 flavors. Apple
is especially popular - so popular that Tizi Melloul, another local
hookah bar, offers "two apple," which combines the sweetness of
red delicious with the tartness of Granny Smith. The 2 0 flavor s
offered at Sigar a Hook ah Cafe & Lounge include coconut, banana
and licoremint.
"There isn't a scent, flavor, or smell that hasn't been bastardized
by the hookah industry," says Tizi Melloul manager J amie Blue. "I
have seen everything from banana to Coca-Cola."

HOW IT WORKS

home

•
Lll

Hookah smoke is milder and cleaner than cigarette, cigar an d, u h,
other kinds of smoke. With only .05 percent nicotine, it doesn't give
you much of a buzz. And because the tobacco is filtered through
cool water, you might not even realize there's smolce in your mouth
until you exhale. The water slowly bubbles up when you in hale .
When you blow out, you release a small puff of smoke that instantly
evaporates. It's intended to be very relaxing.
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Upon enteFing the bat?, 9ou'Fe instantl9
irnrneFsed in seents of apple and Fose
and suFFounded b9 tapestFies of daFllt
Fed, midnight blue, and eanaF9 9eLLow.
f)-eopLe Lounge on pillows, taLllting in
rnan9 Languages and pLa9ing baelltgarnrnon. f..oud ffiiddLe Eastet?n rnusie
suFFounds 9ou; it oveFwheLms 9ou.

lower-class men. "Men do it in open bars; few women participate," h e explains. "And it's not the same there-it's not
trendy. What costs 10 cents th ere costs 20 bucks here."

THE HEALTH FACTOR
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THC WATCR In THC HOOJJiA.H S..COW..CY BUBB..CCS up WHr.n
YOU InHA..CC. THr. smo.Kr. IS C.00.£. AnD mI.tD.

After you get the hang of it, anyway. It can take a few tries
before that happens.
At Sigara, seeing that we are first-timers, our waitr ess helps
us out. She gives each of us a wrapped plastic mouthpiece (for
germ-conscious consumers) and suggests that even though
hookahs can have up to three hoses, we should start with just
one while we perfect our technique. She then helps us choose
our flavors, explains that we can choose to draw the smoke
deep into our lungs or simply let it fill our mouths and sets us
up for an h our of smoking.
"What are you supposed to do?" asks Thais Pietrangelo, a
Columbia student trying her first hookah pipe. She inhales,
blows the smoke out her nose, coughs and chuckles. The
smoke surprised her; she didn't realize she had inhaled it until
she saw the puff lingering in front of her.
"It tickles the back of your throat!" coughs Heath Carter, a
University of Chicago student w ho has never smoked a cigarette or cigar. "And it tastes weird."
Luckily, we have a hookah devotee with us. Sean Anthony,
a student at the University of Chicago who has just returned
from Cairo, enlightens us with hookah etiquette and the social
role of hookah smoking.
In Egypt, he explains, smoking hookahs is a pastime of

True, th e ambiance of th e lounge is relaxing and it helps
create a tranquil night out, but hookah enthusiasts also claim
that this a safer way to smoke. "I used to smoke cigar ettes, but
now I just smoke hookahs because they are much h ealth ierno tar," says Hermiz Younan, the father of E lias Younan,
owner of t he hookah bar Kan Zaman.
But is it?
S. Jane Henley, an American Cancer Society epidemiologist, says this is a common misconception. "I'll summarize a
quotation I once read about comparing one tobacco product to
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HooKA.H-SffiO.Kin~ IS A SOC.IA..C AC.TIVITY. FoR some
r.nTHUSIASTS, IT'S LCSS ABOUT smO.Kin~ THAn IT IS ABOUT
HAn~In~ OUT TO~CTHCR.

Chicago's hookah bars range from trendy Gold Coast clubs
to traditional Middle-Easter n cafes. Prices are generally $10
to $20 with additional charges for refills. Call for hours when
hookahs are available.

Siga:ra Hookah eafe & r.oun9e
2013 W Division St., Chicago 773.292.9190
This trendy lounge offers 20 flavors. Hookahs are $20, but half
price befor e 8 p.m. Belly dancers perform Thursday through
Saturday nights.

A .£,a Tu:rka
3134 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago 773.935.6101
You can choose from a dozen flavors in the separate upstairs
hookah lounge. $10 hookah special on Thursdays .
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Bab~lon tater~
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2023 N. Darnen Ave., Chicago 773.342.7482
Hookahs are $15; refills are $7. Choose from 25 flavors after a
traditional Middle-Eastern meal.
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WITH mo.RC TH:An 30 F.C:AVOR.S TO CHOOSC FR.om, some
HOO:KA.H SffiOJli.CJlS :ATTt-mp-r TO TRY sr.Vr.R.:A.c :AT oner..

another," she say s. '"Is it better to fall off a 10-story building
than a 40-story building? The end result is likely to be the
,,,
same.
Still, the attraction remains. If you want to try one of these
mysterious pipes, there are many local hookah bars to choose
fr om. Some are very traditional while others blend into the
regular Chicago bar scene. Some provide smoking as a separate
activity; at others, it must be combined with a meal.
At Kan Zaman, which means "once upon a time" in Lebanese,
all the fabrics, pillows, hookahs, and even the chandeliers came
fr om Jordan. That's not the only traditional thing here. Don't
expect to just walk in and order a hookah. "This is fine dining,"
say s Younan. "It's only complementary with a meal." And "complementary" means an additional $15.
Hookah bars have been in Chicago for more than 10 years,
but the buzz about them is more recent. So will they last, or will
they go the way of the oxygen bar?
It's hard to say, but the social aspect of hookah smoking is a
big draw, and lounging on pillows sure beats hanging out at a
loud bar full of intoxicated college students.
Back at Sigar a, as the two-foot-tall tables slowly empty and
the belly dancers disappear, our group reflects on our first
hookah experience. The comments suggest the environment was
even more powerful than the smoke.
"The atmosphere is what I would come back for more
than the hookah itself," says Pietrangelo.
"At first I felt very out of place, and I didn't think I would
enj oy it at all, but soon I started to feel a lot more relaxed," says
Tyler Smith, a Columbia graduate. "I soon realized it wasn't as
much about the hookah itself as it was about people getting
together and sharing something and just enjoying themselves. It
.
.
. ,,
inspires community.

eafe Hookah
726 Clark St., Evanston
847.475.2233
Offering 30 flavors, this place is always packed and well worth
the trip to Evanston.
Samah

3330 N. Clark St., Chicago
773.248.4606
Reservations are a must at this bar, w hich offers 22 flavors.
Belly dancers perform on Friday and Saturday nights.
Hookahs $15; r efills $9.
~enn>a

923 W. Weed St., Chicago
312.787.0400
"Hookah Girls," the bar's waitresses, offer hits off pipes. For
$20 you can order a whole hookah for your group. No refills.
Four to six flavors.
Kan ~aman

617 N . Wells St., Chicago
312.751.9600
At this Lebanese restaurant, you can only get a hookah when
you order a meal. Hookahs are $15; refills are $5. Belly
dancers perform Friday and Saturday nights.
Tiii. ffieLLouL

531 N. Wells St., Chicago
312.670.4338
This modern bistro offers a dozen flavors. Hookahs are $15;
$10 on Tuesday nights.
Soul>t

1552 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago
773.227.1818
Reservations are necessary here. Belly dancers perform
Wednesday nights. On Thursdays you can get two small meals
and a hookah for $22.

•

•
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601 S. Wabash• 312-939-0965 and 312-939-1035
Thai App¢tiz¢rs
T1 Fish Tod Mun (5) ......................................... 5.25
Fried spicy fish cakes blend with Tthai spices seNed
with our own cucumber sauce topped with crushed
peanuts.

T2 Thai Chicken Wings (6) ............................. 4.95
Chicken wings stuffed with bean thread noodles,
chopped celery and ground chicken dipped in a light
batter and deep fried to golden brown cut in pieces
and served with house sweet and sour sauce.

T3 Satay (Skewered) Beef or Chicken ........ 4.95
Choice of chicken or beef marinated in Thai curry
herbs, and coconut milk seNed with peanut sauce
and cucumber salad.

T4 Spring Rolls (3 Rolls) ................................ 4.95
Fresh Thai soft spring rolls filled ithcucumbers, bean
sprouts, tofu, and scrambled egg topped with plum
sauce and red onions.

dassic Thai (t-,t•r\1

Thai Etttrees

Served t lot Medium or mild
T18 Green Curry .................................................. 8.95

Served hot medium or mild

Your choice of meat, stir, fried, chicken, beef, shrimp,
tofu or vegetable. famous Thai green carry with
coconnt milk, bamboo shoots, green peas, kaffir
leaves and basil leaves.

T19 Red Curry ..................................................... 8.95
Chicken, beef, shrimp, tofu or vegetable.
Traditional Thai Red Curry coconut milk, fish sauce,
palm sugarpaprike powder and kaffir leaves pumpkin.

T20 Panang Curry ............................................... 8.95
Chicken, beef, shrimp, tofu or vegetable. A delicious
panang curry and coconut milk fish sauce, sugar,
paprika powder and kaffir leaves.

T21 Masaman Curry ............................................ 8.95
Onion, peanuts, potato coconut milk, fish sauce, palm
sugar, lime juice, paprike powder.

TS Pettie Egg Rolls (8) ..................................... 4.95
Tiny egg rolls filled with chicken, shrimp,
black mushroom and bean thread noodles.

T6 Egg Rolls (3 Rolls) ...................................... 4.95
our home-made egg rolls stuffed with chicken, shrimp,
bean thread noodles, carrots and cabbage seNed with
sweet and sour sauce.

TT Fried Moon Shrimp Cake ......................... 4.95
Ground shrimp and onions with sauce deep fried.

Salabs
TS Cucumber Salad .......................................... 1.50
Crispy green fresh cucumber wit[! sweet and sour
dressing topped with red onions.

T9 Beef Salad (Yum Nua) ............................... 4.95
Ground beefmixed wish chili powder, lime juice and
onion mint leaves seNed on a bed oflettuce.

T10 Chicken Salad (Nam Sod) ........................ 4.95
Steamed chicken with lime juice, fresh ginger roasted
peanuts, hot peppers, lettuce.

T11 Squid Salad (Yum Pia Muk) ..................... 5.25
Boiled squid mixed with chili powder, onion, lime
juice, and pepper.

T12 Bean Thread Salad
(Yum Woon Sen) .......................................... 5.25
Boiled glass noodles mixed with chicken, shrimp,
onion, and lemon juice.

T13 Cat Fish Salad (Hor Mok)
or Shrimp ...................................................... 5.25
Fish sliced with ginger, onion, lime chilies, peanuts
and lettuce.

Sot-,ps
T14 Tom Yum Soup............................................ 4.95
Hot and sour chicken in savory chicken broth with
straw mushrooms, lime juice and lemon grass.
(Shrimp 5. 25)

T15 Tom kha Kai ................................................. 4.95
Chicken breast and mushrooms cooked in spicy
savory broth of coconut milk, le,non grass, and
galanga root.

T16 Stuffed Cucumber Soup ............................ 4.95
Cucumber with ground pork and fish sauce,
sol sauce, green onion pepper.

Noobl¢s
T36 Pad Thai (Thai Style) ................................... 6.95
Rice noodles with sweet turnip and fried tofu, stir fried
ina slightly sweet &sour tamarind sauce seNed with
ground peanuts and /lemon.

T37 Pad See Eiw Rice Noodle .......................... 6.95
Stir-fried rice noodles with beef eggs chinese broccoli
and sweet soy sauce. (Pod kltce 11100}

T38 Thai Spicy Crazy .......................................... 6.95

T22 Ginger ............................................................. 8.95
Chicken, beef, shrimp, ToFu or vegetable. squid, fish,
pork. Your choice of meat stir-fried and simmered with
fresh ginger mushrooms, onion, baby com and celery.

T23 Garlic (kaikw5 ties) ...................................... 8.95
Chicken beef shrimp tofu or vegetable. squid fish pork.
Your choice of meat marinated and stir-fried and with
fresh garlic. Fresh mushrooms onions and peapods.

T24 Spicy Basil Leaves (pad-kra-prao) .......... 8.95
Chicken beef shrimp tofu or vegetable. squid fish pork.
Your choice of meat with basil leaves crushed fresh
garlic sweet pepper green onion and mushrooms in
spicy sauce.

T25 Chili & Bamboo shoots (pad prik) ......... 8.95
Pork, chicken, beef, shrimp, Squid, fish, clams
stir-fried in a spicy peppers with bamboo shoots.

T26 Sweet Cashew ............................................... 8.95
Pork, chicken, beef, shrimp, squid, fish, clams. Your
choice of n1eat stir fried with garlic chili paste soy bean
oil and fish sauce. Sweet soy sauce sugar with cashew
nuts peapods.

T27 Pork Cooked in Soy Sauce
(Pork pa-Lo) .................................................. 8.95
Pork with sweet soy sauce.

large rice noodles with prawn and chicken, sliced chili
peppers tomato vegetable and sweet basil leaves
seNed with fresh bean sqrouts and lemon in your
choice of meat.

T28 Sweet & sour chicken or Pork
(pad Preow Wan) .......................................... 8.95

T39 Padd Woon Sen ........................................... 6.95

T29 Cinnamon Duck ........................................... 8.95

Stir-fried crystal noodles bean sprouts shrimp chicken,
carrots, pea pods egg and onions.

T40 Thai Spaghetti ............................................... 6. 95
Ground chicken with shredded chilies onion, green
pepper, tomato, basil leaves, fish sauce, sweet soy
sauce, sugar vinger and noodles.

T41 Egg Noodles with Pork
and Fish Ball ................................................ 6.95
T42 Spicy Silver Noodles Soup ..................... 6.95
Ground pork, shrimp with fish cake, fish balls, bean
threads and bean sprouts chili, green onion.

Stir fried vegetables in sweet sour gravy.
Duck with palm sugar pepper and ginnamon stick.

T30 Steamed Egg and Seafood
(Ho Mok) ......................................................... 8.95
Fish filled with coconut milk and spinach nappa
cabbage basil leaves red chili, cilantro, shredded
kaffir leaves steamed.

T31 Shrimp or squid or Fish
and Pineapple Curry ................................... 8.95
Pineapple with coconut milk fish sauce, sugar, vinegar
and curry sauce.

T32 Fried Cat Fish ............................................. 18.95

f'ri¢b Rice

Whole fish with ginger garlic cornstarch flour, salt
pepper oil for deep fired.

Hot and spicy upon request. choice of meat,
chicken, beef, shrimp pork, tofu or vegetables.

T33 Stir Fried Mussels ....................................... 8.95

T43 Thai Fried Rice ............................................. 6.95

T34 Stir-fried Chili Squid .................................. 8.95

Stir fried rice with your choice of meat, onions, green
peas and carrots with eggs and Thai seasoning sauce.

T44 Pineapple Fried Rice .................................. 6.95
Stir fried rice with your choice of meat, onions, carrots,
celery, broccoli and pineapple.

Boil mussels with tapioca starch and cornstarch, eggs,
green onion, cilantro, bean sprouts.
Squid with chilies garlic, basil leaves and fish sauce,
sweet soy sauce.

T35 Stir-Fried Mango Chicken ......................... 8.95
Chicken stir-fried with mango.

T45 Basil Fried Rice ........................................... 6.95
Stir fried rice with fresh basil leaves, onions, bell
peppers and hot.

•

T46 Curry Fried Rice (Kow Pad Karee) .......... 6.95
Stir fried rice with curry herbs powder and onions,
carrot, celery and broccoli in your choice of meat.

NOW SERVING BUBBLE TEA

T47 Thai Stuffed Omelet ..................................... 6.95

~
t.!.•

Stir fried ground pork beefor chicken with onion and
carrot, celery, troen, peas, tomato sauce.

~
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T36 Pad Thai

T/9 Re,/ Curry

T26 S,veet Cashe,v
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601 S. Wabash• 312-939-0965 and 312-939-1035
Vietttamese
Appetizer
V1 Goi Cuon (2) .................................................. 3.95
(Summer Rolls)· refreshing rolls wrapped in rice paper
with cook~d shrimp slices ofcooked pork, green
leaves, mm, leaves, bean sprouts and rice noodles.
served with delicious peanut sauce.

V2 Cha Gio ......................................................... 5.95
(Vietnamese Crispy Spring Rolls) . Dee fried rolls
wrapped in rice paper wish a mixture ofground pork,
chicken, crab meat black mushrooms and clear rice
noodles.

V3 Cha Gio Tom ······'-········································ 5.95
(Shrimp Spring Rolls) • Deep fried rolls wrapped in
rice paper with a mixture of ground pork. chicken,
crab meat, shrimp, black mushrooms and clear
rice noodles.

V4 Goi lorn ........................................................ 6.95
(Shrimp Salad). Shrimps, peanut. cilantro on sop of a
combination of shredded cabbage. celery, and carrots
mixed with a spicy and sour salad dressing.

VS So Nuoc Dua ................................................ 6.95
(Mussel Casserole) · Delicious mussels simmered in
a c~sserole with coconut milk, curry powder and
spices.

V6 Cua Rang Muoi ........................................... 8.95
(Peppered Salt Crab) · Blue crab stir-fried in butter
then coated with salt and spices. (excellent)

V7 Banh Cuon .................................................... 5.50
(Steamed Rice Crepe). Groundpork and black
mushrooms, wrapped in delicious crepe ofrice flour,
served with Vietnamese ham and cooked bean
sprouts.

VS Goi Bo ............................................................ 5.95
(Beef Salad) • Slices of cooked beefpeanuts and
cilantro on top ofshredded cabbage, celery onion and
carrots mixed with a spicy and sour salad dressing.

V9 Shrimp Paste on sugar Cane ................... 4.95
V10 Pumpkin Turnovers ..................................... 4.95

Cattl1 Soup
V21 Pho An Choi ................................................. 4.95
(Hanoi Beef Soup)· Beef soup with rice noodles, fresh
eye ofround and beefmeat balls.

V22 Canh Chua Tom .......................................... 9.95
(Spicy &Sour Shrimp Soup) • Prepared wffh shrimp,
tomatoes, okra, bean sprouts,pineapple and the
tamarind soup base.

V23 Canh Chua Ca ............................................. 9.95
(Spicy & Sour Fish Soup) . Prepared with slices of
fish. tomatoes, okra. bean sprouts, pineapple and
the tamarind soup base.

V24 Canh Cai Chua Ca ....................................... 9.95
(Fish Soup wish Sour Mustard Green) • Prepared with
sliced of fish. sour mustard green and tomatoes.

Dutt, Mi Rice &
£55 Noot,le

Cac Mott Att Voi Com

(Served with Soup or Dry)
V25 Bun Thit Nuong ........................................... 6.95

HAl SAN Seafoot,

(Sliced marinated broiled) with rice noodle served with
cucumber, lettuce and bean sprouts.

V45 Muc Xao Xa Ot ............................................. 8.95

Dishes Served ~vith Stearned Rice

V26 Bun Thit Nuong Cha Gio ........................... 6.95

Squid with Lemongrass · Squid sauteed with anion,
chili sauce, and served with steamed rile. (Spicy).

V46 Muc Xao Cai ChUa ...................................... 8.95

(Sliced marinated broiled beeQ egg rolls wffh rice
noodle served with cucumber, lettuce and bean
sprouts.

Squid with Sour Mustard Green -Squid sauteed with
sour mustard green and served with steamed rice.

V27 Bun Cha Gio ................................................. 6.95
(Egg roll with rice noodle) served with lettuce and bean
sprouts.

V28 Bun Bo Xao .................................................. 6.95
{Sliced marinated beeQ with rice noodle.

V47 Muc Xao Bong Cai ...................................... 8.95
Squid with Broccoli· Squid sauteed with broccoli and
served with steamed rice.

V48 Muc Xao DaU HOa Lan .............................. 8.95
Squid with Snow Peas· Squid sauteed with snow
peas and served with steamed rice.

PHO,HV T1£V

V49 Fragrant Giant Shrimp ............................. 10.95

Rice, Chewy Noodle Soup
V29 Bun Bo Hue ................................................. 6.95

VSO Simmered Clams ....................................... 10.95

Rice noodle with beefin Hue-style soup (Spicy).

V30 Pho Tai ........................................................... 6.95

{Tom cang) giant shrimp deep fird wffh fish sauce abd
sugar with green onions.
Boir Clams with special sauce.

Beef slices with rice noodle soup

V31 Pho Tai Gan .................................................. 6.95
Beef tendon slice with rice noodle soup.

V32 Pho Tai Nam ................................................. 6.95
Well-<lone beefwith rice noodle soup

V33 Pho Bo Vo Vien ........................................... 6.95
Beef ball with rice noodle soup.

V34 Pho Tai Bo Vien........................................... 6.95
Beef slices with beef balls soup.

V35 Bo Vo Vien .................................................... 6.95
Beefballs soup (no noodle added)

GA Chicltett
V51 Ga Xao Xa Ot ................................................ 8.95
Chicken Lemongrass · Boneless chicken sauteed
with lemongrass, onion and hot chili sauce, and
served wffh steamed rice. (Spicy)

V52 Ga Xao Hanh Gung ..................................... 8.95
Chicken Ginger & Scallion Boneless chicken
sauteed with ginger, scallion and hot. chili sauce.
and served wffh steamed rice. (Spicy)

V36 Pho-Dae Biet ................................................. 6.95
Combo beefwith medium cooked beef slices,
we/1-<lone beef and beef balls.

Com Dia Rice Disl1¢s
V37 Com Bo Nuong Xa ..................................... 6.95
(Grilled Lemongrass Beefon Rice). Grilled marinated
beef cubes served on rice with slices ofcucumber arid
tomatoes.

V38 Com Bo Lui .................................................. 6.95
(Grilled Sesame Bee on Rice) . Grilled beef marinated
with sesame seasoning served on rice with slices of
tomatoes and cucumber.

V39 Com Suon Nuong ....................................... 6.95
(Grilled Pork Chops on Rice) - Gritted marinated pork
chop served on rice with I slices of tomatoes and
cucumbers.

V26

B1111

Tltit

N 110 11g

Ch a Gio

V40 Com Suon Bi ................................................ 6.95
(Grilled Pork Chop and Shredded Pork on Rice) .
Grilled marinated pork chop served wffh shredded pork
on rice.

V41 Com Suon Bi Cha ....................................... 6.95
(Grilled Pork Chop, shredded pork, and crab meat
pattyon rice.)

V42 Com Ga Nuong ........................................... 6.95

Tapioca P1,1bbitt5

V43 Com Thit Nuong .......................................... 6.95

$3.00
W110

W111
W112
W113
W114
W115

(Grilled Chicken on Rice) • Marinated grilled chicken
served on rice with slices of tomatoes and cucumbers.

Lychee Crystal Jelly Freeze
Mango Crystal Jelly Freeze
Pineapple Crystal
Jelly Freeze
Strawberry Crystal
Jelly Freeze
Watermelon Crystal
Jelly Freeze
Banana Tapioca
Crystal Jelly Freeze

(Grilled Pork on Rice). Grilled marinated slices ofpork
served on rice with slices ofcucumber and tomatoes.

V44 Com Suon Cha ............................................ 6.95
(Grilled Pork Chop and Crab Meat Patty on Rice). Grilled
marinated pork chop and crab meat parry on rice.

V50 Si1111nered Cla111s
Jfl / 15 Banana Tapioca

CrJ1stal Jelly Freeze
Price Subject to Change ,vitltout Notice

V33 Pho Bo Vo Vien

Open 7 Days
11:30a.m. -11:00p.m.

V45

1W 11c

Xao Xa Ot

We'll deliver to your home or office.
Catering and Banquet Accommodations
Discount for Groups - Call Early for Lisa

Cuisitte

Cl 60 S esa111e Chicke11

Moo Shu Dishes
Served Wrapped in 4 Mandarin pancakes
(30 cents for each extra pancake)

C85. Moo Shu Duck ............................................ 12.95
C86. Moo Shu ......................................................... 9.95
Choice of Pork, Beef, Shrimp, Chicken or Vegetable.

£55 Foo YolfttS
Charming Special Egg Foo Young

C87 . Egg Foo Young ............................................ 7.50
Choice of Pork, Beef. Shrimp, Chicken or Vegetable.

Solfp
C1 .
C2 .
C3.
C4 .
CS.
C6.

Hot & Sour Soup (Hot!) .............................. 1.95
Won Ton Soup .............................................. 1.95
Egg Drop Soup (Chicken) ......................... 1.95
Spinach Bean Curd Soup ......................... 1.95
Seafood Special Soup (2) .......................... 5.25
Sizzling Rice Soup (2)
(Chicken and Shrimp) ................................ 5.25
C7. Vermicelli Soup in Szechwan Style (2)
(Pork) .............................................................. 5.25
CS. Minced Beef With Egg Drop Soup (2) .... 5.25
C9. Hot & Sour Seafood Soup (Hot) (2) ........ 5.25

Dim Slfm St\ile Appetizers
C19 . Egg Rolls (2) (Veg.) ..................................... 2.95
C20. Chinese Shum & Pork & Shrimp
Steamed Ball ................................................. 3.95
C21. Crab Rangoon (6) ........................................ 3.95
C22. Chicken Wings (6) ....................................... 3.95
C23. Scallion Pancakes ........................................ 3.95
C24. Ribs or B.B.Q. Pork (4) .............................. 4.95
C25. Fried Shrimp or Fried Fish ...................... 4.95
C26. Pot Stickers (6) (Beef) ................................. 4.95
C27 . Shrimp Dumplings ..................................... 4.95
C28 . Cold Sesame Noodles (Hot!)
(With Chicken) .............................................. 4.95
C29. Turnover Shrimp Dumpling .................... 4.95
C30. Szechwan Won Tons (Hott) (8) ................. 4.95
C31. Steamed Dumplings ................................... 4.95
C32. Steamed Vegetable Dumplings ............... 4.95
C33. Satay B.B.Q. Beef (4) ................................... 4.95
C34. Fried Squid Balls ........................................ 4.95
C35. Dim Sum (6) Steamed meat pork bun ... 4.95
C36. Assorted Tray (For One) ............................ 7.95
Egg Roll (1), 8.8.Q. Beef (1), Shrimp Toast (1),
Chicken Wing (1), Fried Won Ton (2), Dumplings (2)

Seafoob
C187. Lake Tungting Shrimp .............................. 14.95
C188. Shrimp with Lobster Sauce .................... 14.95
C189. Ginger Shrimp ........................................... 14.95
C190. Kung Bao Two Some (Beef, Shrimp) .. 14.95
C191 . Triple Crown (Chicken, Beef, Shrimp) 14.95
C192. Double Flavors Shrimp ........................... 15.95
C193. Seafood Sizzling Rice (White Sauce) ... 15.95
C194. Salt Pepper Shrimp with Shell ............... 15.95
C195. Chinese Broccoli with Fish .................... 15.95
C196. Seafood Combination .............................. 17.95
C197. Stir Fried Shrimp with Green Bean ...... 17.95

Vesetables (tto meat)
C68.
C69.
C70 .
C71 .
C72 .
C73.
C74.
C75.
C76.
C77.
C78.
C79.
C80 .
C81 .
C82.
C83.
C84.

Hunan Vegetables (Mix Veg.) .................... 7.50
Broccoli With Oyster Sauce ...................... 7.50
Bean Curd Home Style (Hot!) ................... 7.50
Eggplant With Garlic Sauce (Hot!) .......... 7.50
Szechwan String Beans (Hot!) ................. 7.50
Snow Pea Pod .................................,............. 7.50
Spicy Bean Curd with Mushroom .......... 7.50
Vegetable Egg Foo Young ......................... 7.50
Vegetable Chop Suey or Chow Mein ..... 7.50
Vegetable Lo Mein or Fried Rice ............ 7.50
Buddhist Delight Vegetable with Tofu ... 8.50
Chinese Broccoli ......................................... 8.50
Vegetable Sizzling Delight with Tofu ..... 8.50
Green Vegetable with Garlic ..................... 8.50
Stir Fired Spinach ... ,................................... 8.50
Mustered Green with Garlic ...................... 8.50
Vegetable Chicken ....................................... 8.50

Chop Sue\1 & Chow Meitt
(Rice)
(Pan Fried Noodles)
C88. B.B.Q. Pork Chop Suey ............................. 6.50

C89.
C90.
C91.
C92.
C93.
C94.
C95.

Chicken Chop Suey ....................................
Beef Chop Suey ...........................................
Shrimp Chop Suey .....................................
B.B.Q. Pork or Chicken Chow Mein .......
Beef Chow Mein ...........................................
Shrimp Chow Mein .....................................
Rainbow Chow Mein ...................................

6.50
6.50
7.50
6.50
6.50
7.50
7.50

Special Noobles
C96. Double Fried Noodles ................................ 8.50
With Seafood, Shrimp, Beef, Pork or Chicken
C97. Taiwan Shining Noodles (Chicken) ......... 8.50
C98. Three Seafood Noodle Soup (Shrimp) .. 8.50
C99. Beef Fried Fund ........................................... 8.50
C100 . Seafood Hot and Sour Noodle Soup ..... 8.50
C101 . Beef Noodle Soup ....................................... 8.50

Tel: 312-939-0966
£mpress Sal-fee (Hot)
C135. Pork ................................................................. 8.50
C136. Chicken .......................................................... 9.95
C137. Beef ................................................................. 9.95
C138. Shrimp .......................................................... 13.95
C139. Fish ............................................................... 13.95

Cashew or KlfttS
Dao Sal-fee (Hot)
C140. Pork ................................................................. 8.50
C141. Chicken .......................................................... 9.95
C142. Beef ................................................................. 9.95
C143. Shrimp .......................................................... 13.95
C144. Scallops ....................................................... 13.95

GM1k Yu

Shiatts ~

(Hot)

C145. Pork ................................................................. 8.50
C146. Chicken .......................................................... 9.95
C147. Beef ................................................................. 9.95
C148. Shrimp .......................................................... 13.95
C149. Scallops ....................................................... 13.95

Getteral Tso·s or
Orattse Sauce (Hot)
C150 . Chicken .......................................................... 9.95
C151 . Beef ................................................................. 9.95
C152. Shrimp .......................................................... 13.95
C153. Scallops ....................................................... 13.95

le Meitt (Soft Noot,l~s)
C102. B.B.Q. Pork or Chicken Lo Mein ............
C103. Beef Lo Mein .................................................
C104. Shrimp Lo Mein ...........................................
C105. Rainbow Lo Mien ........................................

7.50
7.50
8.50
8.50

Frieb Rice
C106. B.B.Q. Pork or Chicken Fried Rice ........ 6.50
C107 . Beef Fried Rice ............................................. 6.50
C108. Shrimp Fried Rice ....................................... 7.50
C109. Rainbow Fried Rice
(Chicken, Shrimp, Pork) ........................... 7.50

lemott Sauce Etttrees
(Served with Rice)
Broccoli, water chestnuts with your choice of meat.

C110. Chicken .......................................................... 9.95
C111 . Shrimp .......................................................... 13.95
C112. Fish ............................................................... 13.95

Sweet & Sour Sauce
C113. Pork ................................................................. 8.50
C114. Chicken .......................................................... 9.95
C115. Shrimp .......................................................... 13.95
C116. Fish ............................................................... 13.95

White Sal-fee
(Served with Rice and Vegetables)
C117. Chicken ........................................................... 9.95
C118. Silrimp .......................................................... 13.95
C119. Fish ............................................................... 13.95

C120 . Mixed Vegetable ........................................... 7.95

Olaclt Sal-fee
(Served \vith Rice and Vegetables)
C121 . Pork ............................. .,.................................. 8.50
C122. Beef ................................................................. 9.95
C123. Chicken .......................................................... 9.95

C124. Mixed Vegetable ........................................... 7.95

ClfIT\1 Sauc\? (Hot)
C125. Pork ................................................................. 8.50
C126. Chicken .......................................................... 9.95
C127. Beef ................................................................. 9.95
C128. Shrimp .............. ,....... ,................................... 13.95
C129 . Fish ............................................................... 13.95

Szechwatt Sauce (Hot)
C130. Pork ................................................................. 8.50
C131 . Chicken .......................................................... 9.95
C132. Beef ................................................................. 9.95
C133. Shrimp ,...........................................,. ............ 13.95
C134. Fish .................. ,.... ,. ...................................... 13.95

C154. Pork ................................................................. 8.50
C155. Chicken .......................................................... 9.95
C156. Beef ................................................................. 9.95
C157. Shrimp .......................................................... 13.95
C158. Seal tops ....................................................... 13.95

Crisp\.1 or Sesame Souce {Hot)
C159. Pork ................................................................. 8.50
C160. Chicken .......................................................... 9.95
C161 . Beef ................................................................. 9.95
C162. Shrimp .......................................................... 13.95
C163. Scallops ....................................................... 13.95

Hlfttatt Sal-fee (Hot)
C164. Pork ................................................................. 8.50
C165. Chicken .......................................................... 9.95
C166. Beef ................................................................. 9.95
C167 . Shrimp .......................................................... 13.95
C168. Scallops ....................................................... 13.95

O\ister Sal-fee
C169. Pork ................................................................. 8.50
C170. Chicken .......................................................... 9.95
C171 . Beef ................................................................. 9.95
C172. Shrimp .......................................................... 13.95
C173. Fish ............................................................... 13.95

Sata\1 Sauce
(With Green Vegetable)
C174. Beef ............................................................... 10.95

C175. Choices of Lamb, Shrimp, Fish, Clams13.95

X.O. Sal-fee (Hot)
C176. Beef ............................................................... 10.95
C177. Choices of Lamb, Shrimp, Fish, Scallops,
Clams, Cuttle Fish or Squid) ................. 13.95

Dlfclt
C178. Oyster Sauce Duck ....................................
C179. Poast Duck (Half) .......................................
C180. Duck Clay Pot .............................................
C181 . Charming Duck ..........................................
C182. Peking Duck (For ~) ..................................

10.95
10.95
12.95
12.95
28.00

Oeef
C183. Beef with Scallops ..................................... 15.95
C184. Beef with Honey yValnuts ........................ 14.95
C185. Braised Beef Pot ........................................ 14.95
C186. Hong Kong T-Bone Steak ........................ 17.95

Cuisittc
Cele/Jrahitg I5years ofexcelle11t
service i11 the Chicago
Special Hattb Rolls ;.9;

rniil'IS Cwisitte

Sushi D4'r

J60. Spicy Tuna Hand Roll
(Tuna with Spicy Sauce)

J61 . Spicy Scallop Hand Roll
(Scallop with Spicy Sauce)

Asian Tastes

J 76 Rai11bo 1v Roll

Chinese, J,mpanese, 'fl1ai& J1etnmneseResta11rant
Open 7 Days

11:30am to 11:OOpm
We'll Deliver to your Home or OjJice
Cateru,g and BafU/uetAcco111111odatio11s
Disco11ntfor Gro11ps Call Earlyfor Li5a

J62. Spicy Shrimp Hand Roll
(Shrimp with Spicy Sauce)

J63. Spicy Tako Hand Roll
(Tako with Spicy Sauce)

J64. lkura Hand Roll

Regular Malti

(Salmon)

J65. Vegetable Hand Roll

Special Malti
J75. Dragon Roll .................................................. 9.95
(Eel Roll Topped with Avocado) and Shrimp Tempura

J76. Rainbow Roll ................................................ 9.95
(California Roll Wrapped in a variety of Sliced Fish)

J77. Charming Special Roll .............................. 9.95
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J78. Chicago Roll ................................................. 9.95
(Smoked Salmon Octopus Shrimp Tempura,
Tamago Topped)

J79. New York Roll ............................................... 9.95
(Spicy Tuna, Salmon. Yellow Tail with Scallion Tamago
Topped)
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J82. Negihama Roll ............................................. 5.00

J01 . Miso Soup (Soy Bean Soup) .................... 1.50
J02. Sui Mono (Clear Soup with
Mushrooms & Tofu) .................................... 2.00
J03. Japanese Seafood Soup ............................ 6.95
(Shrimp Fish Cake and Fresh Spinach)

J04.
JOS.
J06.
J07.
JOS.
J09.

Pickled Cabbage Salad .............................. 2.95
Green Salad (with Ginger Dressing) ....... 2.95
lka Salad ...
5.50
Tako Salad ...................................................... 5.50
Asparagus Salad .......................................... 4.50
Seaweed Salad .............................................. 4.50
u ••••••• • •• • • • ••• • ••••••••• • •• • ••• •••• •••••••••••• • ••

J10. Kani Salad ..................................................... 4.50
(Crab Meat Cucumber and Tobiko)

J11 . Oshinko Salad
(Mixed Pickled Vegetables) ....................... 4.50

Appetizers
J12. Gyoza (Pan Fried Pork Dumping) ........... 4.50
J13. Shumai (Steamed Seafood
Dumpling) Wasabi ...................................... 4.50
J14. Age Tofu (Fried Bean Curd) ...................... 4.50
J15. Shrimp Tempura .......................................... 6.50
(Deep Fried Shrimp and Vegetable)

J16. Vegetable Tempura ...................................... 5.00
(Assorted Deep Fried Vegetables)

J17. Chicken Yakitori (Chicken on Skewer) .. 6.50
J18. Beef Negimaki (Beef with
Scallions Roll) .............................................. 6.50
J19. Chicken Rolls ............................................... 6.50
(Deep Fried Chicken Breast Rolled with Vegetable)

J20. Pork Yakitori (Pork on Skewer) ................ 6.50
J21. Soft shell Crab ............................................. 9.95
(Deep Fried Soft Shell Crab with Vinegar Sauce)

J22. Cold Edamame ............................................. 3.95
J23. Riya-Yakko ..................................................... 3.95
(Cold Tofu (Bean Cura) with Soy Sauce

J24. Sushi Appetizers ......................................... 7.95
J25. Sashimi Appetizer ....................................... 9.95

Tempura Ditttter
(Batter fried Until Perfectly Cr•sp,
SPrved with Soup, Salad and R,ce)
JD48. Shrimp Tempura ........................................ 14.95
JD49. Vegetable Tempura ...................................... 9.95
JDSO. Charming Tempura (Assorted Seafoods) ... 15.95
JD51. Lobster Tempura ........................................ 18.95

Tekka Maki (Tuna Roll) ................................
Sake Maki (Salmon Roll) ...........................
Hamachi Maki (Yellow Tail Roll) ..............
Asparagus Maki ...........................................
Avocado Maki ...............................................
Oshinko Maki ................................................
Kappa Maki ....................................................

{Tuna, Salmon, Yellow-Tail &Avocado) Shrimp Tempura

J80. Lobster Temp Roll ....................................... 9.95

Soups & Salat,s

J66.
J67.
J68.
J69.
J70.
J71 .
J72.

{With Cucumber Lettuce & Tobiko &Salmon)

J81 . Shrimp Tempura Roll ................................. 5.00
(Deep Fried Shrimp with Mayonnaise Sauce)
(Yellow-Tail with Scallion)

J83. Philadelpaia Roll ......................................... 5.00
(Smoke Salmon with Cream Cheese)

J84. Spider Roll .................................................... 6.00
(Soft Shell Crab Tempura) &Cucumber

J85. Salmon Skin Roll ........................................ 6.00
(Deep Fried Salmon Skin) & Cream Cheese Avocado

J86. Boston Roll ................................................... 6.00
(Tuna with Avocado) Crabmeat

J87. Alaskan Roll .................................................. 6.00
(Salmon with Avocado} & Crabmeat

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

£11trees
Served with Soup and Salad
JD26. California Roll Dinner .............................. 12.95
(3 California Rolls)

JD27. Hamachi Maki Dinner ............................... 13.95
(3 Yellow Tail Rolls)

JD28. Tekka Maki Dinner (3 Tuna Rolls) .......... 13.95
JD29. Philadelphia Roll ....................................... 13.95
(3 Smoke Salmon with Cream Cheese)

JD30. Alaskan Roll ................................................ 13.95
(3 Salmon with Avocado)

JD31. Futo Maki Dinner (Vegetarian) ................. 9.95
JD32. Maki Combination ..................................... 13.95
(California, Tuna, Yellow TaiQ

JD33. Vegetarian Maki Combo ............................ 9.95
(Asparagus, Cucumber &Avocado)

JD34. Ch irashi ....................................................... 16.95
(Assorted Sliced Rawfish on a Bed of Sushi Rice)

JD35. Eel Don ......................................................... 12.95
{Boiled Eel with Special Eel Sauce on a Bed of Rice)

JD36. Love Boat ............... (Reg) 39.95 (Deluxe) 59.95
(Chefs Selection of Makies, Sushi & Sashimi)

J88. Eel Roll ........................................................... 6.00

J037. Sushi A ......................................................... 10.95

(B. B.Q. Ee/with Cucumber) &Tempura
J89. Futo Roll ........................................................ 5.00
(All Vegetable Ro/Q

JD38. Sushi B ......................................................... 12.95

J90. Yasai Roll (Vegetable) ................................ 5.00
(Lettuce Cucumber Spinach)

J91 . California Roll .............................................. 4.50
J92. Spicy Tuna Roll ............................................ 4.50

Sushi or Sasl1imi Ala Carte

(1 Cal Roll, 6 Nigirf Sushi)
(1 Cal Roll, 8 Nigirf SushQ

JD39. Sushi King .................................................. 30.00
(1 Cal Roll, 1Spicy Tuna Roll & 18 Nigirf Sushi)

JD40. Sashimi Combination (Small) ............... 20.00
JD41 . Sashimi Combination (Large) ............... 30.00
JD42. Tekka Don ..................................................... 15.95
(Sliced Tuna & Tabiko on a bowl of rice)

JD43. Hamachi Don .............................................. 16.95

(By the Piece) NIOIRI SUSHI

J93. Amaebi (Sweet Shrimp) ............................. 2.95
J94. Hirame (Fluke) White Fish ........................ 2.95
J95. Hamachi (Yellow-Tail) ................................. 2.95
J96. Hokigai (Surf Clam) .................................... 1.95
J97. lka (Squid) ..................................................... 2.00
J98. lkura (Salmon Roe) ..................................... 2.75
J99. Maguro (Tuna) ............................................... 1.95
J100. Suzuki (Sea Bass) ........................................ 2.25
J101 . Sake (Salmon) ............................................... 1.95
J102. Toro (Finest Tuna) ........................................ 3.50
J103. Tobiko (Flying Fish Roe) ........................... 2.50
J104. Uni (Sea Urchin) .......................................... 3.50
J105. Wasabi Tobiko .............................................. 2.75
J106. Black Tobiko .................................................. 2.50
J 107. Spicy Tobiko .................................................. 2.50
J108. HOTA TEGA! (Scallop) ................................ 3.50
J109. White Tuna (Albacore Tuna) ...................... 1.95
J110. TAI (Red Snapper) ........................................ 2.25
J111 . Sa Ba (Mackerel) ............................................ 1. 75
J112. Maago (Smelt Roe) ...................................... 1.75
J113. Ebi (Cooked Shrimp) .................................. 2.00
J114. lnari (Fried Bean Curd) .............................. 1.75
J115. Kani (Crab) Steak ......................................... 1.95
J116. Shake- Kunse (Smoked Salmon) ............. 2.00
J117. Tako (Octopus) .............................................. 2.00
J118. Unagi (Eel) ......................................... ...... ... 2 50
J119. Mirugal (Giant Clam) .................................. 4.50
J120. Tamago (Sweet Egg) .................................... 1.75

... .

(Sliced Hamachi & Tobiko on a bowl of rice)

T erilfalti Ditttter
(Boiled w/Teriyaki Sauce & Vegetable,
Served ¾- Soup, Salad & Rice)
JD44. Chicken Teriyaki ......................................... 13.95
JD45. Beef Teriyaki ................................................ 15.95
JD46. Shrimp Teriyaki .......................................... 14.95
JD47. Salmon Teriyaki .......................................... 14.95

Vbott attb Katsu Ditttter
JD52. Shrimp Yaki Udon ..................................... 11 .50
(Japanese Style Stir Fried Noodle)

JD53. Chicken Yaki Noodles ................................ 9.95
(Japanese Style Stir Fried Noodle)

JD54. Tonkatsu ....................................................... 10.95
(Deep Fried Pork Sinloin SeNedwith Katsu Sauce)

JOSS. Chicken Katsu ............................................ 10.95
(Deep Fried Chicken Breasts w/Katsu Sauce)

JD56. Shrimp Katsu ............................................. 13.95
(Breaded Shrimp with Katsu Sauce)
(Below Dishes Served With Salad Only)

JD57. Nabe Yaki Udon ......................................... 11.95
(Noodle Soup with Shrimp, Fish Cake, Chicken,
Vegetable & Egg)

JD58. Seafood Nabe ............................................. 17.95
(Lobster Tail, Shrimp, Scallops, Clam, Fish &
Vegetables
in Bonito Clear Soup)

JD59. Beef Sukiyaki .............................................. 13.95
(Beef, Vegetables & Bean Curd mSoy Sauce Based Pot
Soup)
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A Degree 1n Debt
Sure, you'll have to pay off your student loans. But there are other debt traps you can avoid.

By Monica Jonec:1
Tiara Bur ch, 19, a full-time music business major at
Columbia College Chicago, works two part-time jobs. Still, she's
in debt. She has already taken out nearly $50,000 in student
loans.
Knowledge is power, but obtaining that knowledge in the
form of higher education is not cheap. As tuition at public and
private schools continu es to rise, students rely on student loans
and credit cards to get them through college. In 2002, the average undergraduate loan debt was almost $19,000, according to
a national student loan survey by Nellie Mae Corporation, a
leading provider of educational financing.
Joe Kakaty, executive vice-president of school relations for
College Loan Corp., the nation 's seventh largest student loan
provider, says students should look at this debt as an investment
in their futures. H e is supported by data from the U.S. Census
Bureau showing that college graduates earn an average of $ 1
million more over their lifetime careers than p eople with only a
high school degree.
"It's interesting that someone is perfectly willing to borrow
$20,000 or $25,000 for a car that, when you drive it off the lot, it
completely depreciates," Kakaty says. "They should be just as
committed to borrowing that kind of money to earn an education
which appreciates over time."
Still, student loans must be paid off, and it takes students an
average of 10 years to do so-longer if they consolidate their
debt, according to the U.S. Department of Edu cation's Federal
Student Aide Guide.
Brittany James, 19, looks at her student loans as a blessing
and a curse. Like Burch, the sophomore from New York already
owes $50,000. And while she agrees that a college degree is very
important, she worries about how sh e's going to p ay off her
loans.
"I think maybe I should just go to school forever, because as
long as you are in school they are not going to ask you to pay for
it," says James, a dance major and cultural studies minor.

Racking up loans
In 2002, nearly 7,000 Columbia College students took out
slightly more tha n $20 million in student loans, according to the
Office of Institutional Research. These loans comprised 64 percent of all financial aid that year. (Grants made up 28 percent
and scholarships eight p ercent.) Because student loans are far
more available than grants or scholarships, taking out loans has
become a necessity for most students.
Burch, who comes from a single-parent home, says studen t
loans are the only way she can reach her dream of attaining a
college education.
"My student loans and my credit cards are ways to provide
me with the things that my mom couldn't just hand over the
money to g ive me,"says Burch, w ho is from South Carolina. But
she worries about her mounting debt. "It kind of scares me for

the simple fact that I may not be able to pay all that money back."
Although most loans g ive students a grace period of six or
more months before they must start paying the money back, this
is little consolation to students who aren't certain they'll get a job
immediately after graduation. It may even discourage students
from holding out for a good entry-level job in the field they've
studied for. "I may have to do some odd jobs that I have no inter est in in order to pay this money back," says Burch.
Burch and J ames have one advantage: They've thought
about how much debt they are going have. They've figured in
the amount they've borrowed and the interest they'll have to p ay
on that money. Many students haven't made this calculation and
have no idea how much they will really owe by the time they fi n ish college.

Charging it
Burch has one credit card with a limit of $1,000, but her former roommate is more typical of college students. She has five
credit cards-each w ith a $1,000 limit. By the senior year of college, the average student has four credit cards and is more than
$5,000 in debt, according to a 2001 study by Nellie Mae.
It's easy for students to get cr edit cards. Offers swarm
around college campuses like flies on a hot summer day. The
temptation is often hard to resist. All y ou have to do is fill out a
form. You don't even need to have a full-time job to qualify.
Several weeks later, you have a piece of plastic that gives you a
false sen se of financial freedom.
It's easier to spend money using a credit card than it is to
dish out cash. You know you can't afford that polka-dot Dolce &
Gabbana skirt or those Kenneth Cole shoes, but you can have
them anyway if you use your credit card to pay for them.
For a student who is already in debt and short on cash, a credit
card sounds like the obvious solution for day-to-day expenses.
But interest rates can be very high - much higher than students
loans. While federally funded student loans are capped at 8.25
percent, most credit card interest rates are capped between 18
and 24 percent and some credit card companies can charge more
than th at because of lax usury laws. As a r:,esult, students can get
caught in a cycle of debt that may take years to resolve. Thirtytwo years is how long it would take to pay off a $5,000 balance
(15% APR) if you only paid the minimum. And in th e process,
you 'd pay $7,789 in interest payments alone.

Fast cash
Payday loans are another way students can find themselves
swimming in debt. Payday lenders offer small, short-term loans
with annual interest rates that r ange from 101 percent to as high
as 1,500 percent. They also charge a finance fee.
Pay day loans are essentially an advance on your next paycheck, but the cost of taking out these loans can mount quickly. If
you can't repay the loan, lenders can turn your account over to a

collection agency, which will harass you and damage your
credit.
The payday loan industry has grown rapidly over the past
three years. Today more than 20,000 payday lenders in the
United States take in about $2.4 billion in fees and interest
annually, according to a report from the Consumer Federation
of America.
These lenders have been criticized and even referred to as
"legal loan sharlcs." Yet these businesses are licensed and legal.
According to Steve Brubacker, executive director for Illinois
Small Loan Association, people who criticize the industry
don't understand the business and the service it provides for
its customers. "Most of those comments come from people
that don't understand our product and certainly don't understand the need.s of our customers," says Brubacker.
Payday loans are attractive to people who can't get any
other type of loan. But taking out a payday loan is banking on
money you don't yet have, and agreeing to pay an outlandish
amount of interest for the privilege.

Get out of Debt
It's understandable that students will incur some debt
while they're in college. But they don't have to owe so much
that they can't see the light at the end of the tunnel. Before
you sign any agreement for a student loan, credit card or payday loan, you should know exactly what you are getting into.
Make sure you understand all the terms: how long you have
before you have to start paying off the loan, how often and
how large those payments will be, how many payments you'll
have to make, and how much of the money you'll repay will
go toward interest and fees.
Make sure you know all your options. Many student loan
lenders offer flexible payment plans, but if you opt for a
longer period to pay off your loan, you are going to pay more
total interest. If you have any questions about your financial
situation and ability to pay off your debt, there are non-profit
credit counseling and debt management organizations that can
help you create a plan to manage and pay off your debt. You
can find these agencies by contacting the local Better Business
Bureau.
Some colleges offer programs and classes on debt
management and financial issues, according to Lindsay
Campos, senior banker at Harris Bank. (Columbia does not.)
Most banks have financial counselors who customers can talk
with for free, too.
The key is having a plan before your first big bill is due.
"Ten years is a really long time to be in debt for school," says
Campos. "So what I always suggest is don't pay the minimum;
you want to double or triple your payments because you want
to focus on paying it off as soon as you can."
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One hundred and four attr active singles lined the walls of a
darkened Chicago bar. They were on a primal mission for love,
and the r oom buzzed with their electric energy. As they waited, th ey surreptitiously checked each oth er out. Some were
blatantly n ervous, a bit sweaty. O thers were disturbingly
self-confident and eager to get started.
"This is my first time," a gangly fellow named Garrett
con fessed to me. He was in good company; it was th e first
time for most of us. We were virgins. Virg ins to speed dating,
that is.
Speed dating is a trendy alternative to th e usual dating
scene. These events are arranged by services th at r ent private bar rooms, charge participants a r egistr ation fee ($45
for the event I attended, which included two drinks), and
host the encounters. Singles w h o attend have 25 to 40
th ree- to five-minute dates over th e course of one evening.
As I talked with Garrett, I began to wonder which of
my multiple personalities decided it was wise to sign up
for this intimidating cattle call event. Meeting a barrage of
sing le men sounded like good fun when I registered, but
the reality of having to chat up 37 men in two hours suddenly seemed mor e like th e final frontier in social anxiety
torture. I have trouble holding a three-minute conversation
with my dog. Nevertheless, I pressed on.
After an introductory mingling session in th e cavernous,
wood-paneled room, we were seated at long rows of candlelit tables. My trepidation kick ed into overdr ive. I expected to
be greeted by a sea of socially inept and unattractive losers.
Surprisingly, I found myself looking across the table at a smiling
lot of well-gr oomed people, most of them dressed in business
casual attire.
Sam was my official "fi rst." An affable bloke, he worked as a
tr ader in the fmancial markets. Accustomed to high pressure
and tight deadlines, he rattled off his life history in two minutes
flat. This feat left me impressed, until he followed it with a 60second eulogy to his recently deceased dog. I had to wonder
w hy he broached this tear-jerker of a topic. The skeptic in me
wondered if it was a premeditated sympathy play to show his
vuln erable side. T hankfully, I didn't have tim e to ponder furth er, as th e screech of the bullhorn cut through our conversation, signaling the end of our time t ogether.

As Som slid off of his barstool and another
gentleman slid on, I scrambled to fill out the
scorecard on which I was supposed to check ''yes''
or ''no'' for each dote. We would receive an email
message the next day telling us how many dates had
checked "yes" for each of us. The trouble was, there
was nary a second between bidding adieu to one date and
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welcoming th e next to make any kind of thoughtful decision.
Taking notes, as suggested by our host, was no help. I soon
found that scribbling "good smile" or "computer " next to a companion's name matter ed little after I had met 10 more men with
equally pleasing gr ins and IT jobs.
My second and th ird dates wer e both traders (a common
career among the men that evening) and, not coincidentally,
Sam's friends. It seems these men had ignored the dating
service's suggestion that previous acquaintances avoid sitting in
a r ow. The theory is that frie nds will discuss just-completed
dates with one another, making those dates uncomfortable.
The service n eedn 't h ave worr ied about this in light of the time
constraints, but I monitored my wor ds nonetheless, unable to
shake the image of these boys riding home togeth er, compar ing
notes later in the evening.
It really did seem to be raining men for the next hour, as 15
mor e chaps took a spin on the bar stool opp osite me. I recall
most of them only as a fuzzy blur; the enthusiastic introductions
of early dates evolved into monotone monologues with the pass-

AN ADVENTURE IN SPEED DATING
By Cather·ine Woif
ing of face after face. I began to feel like an intake attendant at
a sp eed-talker s' job fair and contemp lated delivering a prize to
th e candidate w ho cou ld tell me his name, age and life's ambition in 30 seconds flat. U n fortunately, I would cer tainly have
had multiple winner s.
Thankfully, th is string of recitations was broken by the
arrival of Garrett, my companion fro m earlier in the evening.
His smiling face was jµst th e friendly sight I needed, and we
talked with th e familiar ity of life-long pals. O ur laughing
exchange allowed me to see, for th e first time, a dater's
unguarded personality.
Not long after our time together, there was a 15-minu te
break. Away from th e p ressu re of th ree-minute exchanges, the
natural r hyth m of bar life kicked in. This was th e time to do
some real datin g, and singles cr owded t he bar to exchange
p h one number s and offers of drinks. Garr ett appr oach ed me
and offered h is business card, complete with a n impromptu
doodle of his likeness. I accepted, wondering w h eth er I would
ever p ut the nu mbers to use.
After th e b reak, I dated another 20 men . By this time, I was
getting com fortable with the speed -dating p r ocess. F ran kly, I
didn't much car e w h at h appened any more, having given up
all h op e of r emembering w hether Steve, Jim or Bill worked in
mark eting, teaching or brain surgery. My companions seemed
r elaxed as well; th e for ced conversation s of ear lier en counters
wer e r eplaced with casual bantering. There wer e, of course, a
few standouts-creative fellows w ho put too mu ch work into
prepar ing th eir questions. O ne asked me, "Which fictional
character would you most wan t to h ave an affair with ?" And,
as the woman, sitting next to me pointed out, "H e was d ead
ser ious!"
Anoth er gentleman suggested we adj ourn to the bar during
our date. The trip was a n ice diver sion, but high ly impractical.
He had just ordered his drink w hen the bullhorn sounded, a nd
we both arrived late for ou r next companions. Fortu nately, it

1)
2)
3)
4)
S)
6)
7)
8)

didn 't matter much, as the man waiting for me was highly
inebriated and didn 't seem particularly both ered about my
tardin ess. I am h appy to r eport that his lack of sobriety was
un u sual; most singles seemed q uite capable of managing their
liquor intak e in a responsible manner.
Th e final hour of dating passed q uickly. When th e evening
drew to a close, we sub mitted our tally sheets to the host.
Most attendees dep arted directly; only a few hearty souls
stayed to linger at the bar.
T he day after th e event, I r eceived my dating r esults.
Fifteen men wanted to see me again. O f those, three were confirmed match es-people I had selected, too. I wasn't qu ite sure
what to think. Were those numbers good or b ad?
F riends assur ed me 15 was respectable, nearly half th e
group. I could n't h elp wonder ing ab out the remaining 22.
What didn 't th ey like? Was it my voice? My hair? Included in
the email was a password for an online post-p arty chat. I
logged on and saw that only two others had contribu ted. So
much for th e lure of cyberspace.
A few days later, one of my th ree matches con tacted me via
email. I couldn't quite br ing myself to date him, however. Call
me superficial, but h e was a Dave Coulier look-alike and, try
as I might, I couldn't envision myself ou t on th e town with
Un cle Joey from "Full H ouse." The second match remained a
mystery. With only th e word "computer" written n ext to h is
name on my tally sheet, I couldn 't remember a thing about
him.
And the third? Well, you gu essed it, th e third was Gar rett.
T he verdict is still out on him. Garr ett was a nice fellow, but
there was n o physical spark . Yet just th e other day, as I came
across his card with its impromptu bearded doodle, I smiled at
the memory of our conversation and w ondered if I might yet
dial those number s.

Tips for Speed Dating
Don't expect to find your soul mate. Focus instead on enjoying the company of new people.
Be relaxed. You will attract others when you're comfortable in your own skin .
Don't worry if you can't chill out initially . After repeati ng the same conversation 20 times, you'll find
your groove.
Use unstructured time to chat with others. Matches are often made during this informal mingling time .
Come prepared with conversation topi cs , not a li st of vital stats. Personality counts for a lot more than
what year you got your first car .
Expect to meet friends of the same sex . You'll bond as you compare the speed -dating experience.
Mork ''yes'' or ''no'' on your score sheet immediately. Writing ''beautiful eyes'' may seem helpful at the time,
but five dates down the road, everyone will have the some stunning pair.
Bring aspirin. After two hours of constant smiling, you're going to need it!

Why felony disenfranchisement
lS undemocratic
•
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Tina R eynolds hasn't missed
5 an opportunity to vote since she

1 was released from parole eight
J years
ago after five years in
.

prison.
"My right to vote was strongly expressed to me by my grandparents," she says. "They and
their parents saw and realized the
struggle to obtain the vote for
African-American people."
Reynolds, who lives in New
York, is among the fortunate ones.
Today 1.7 million ex-convicts are
denied their right to vote.
It sounds unfair, but it is legal.
The 14th Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution allows states to deny
voting privileges "for participation in rebellion, or other crime."
Six states - Florida, Iowa, Kentucky, Mississippi, Nebraska
and Virginia - deny felons voting privileges for life.
Only 13 states automatically restore voting rights to ex-convicts; Illinois is one of them. Other states, like Arkansas and
Georgia, restore voting rights after a person has completed
parole or probation. Alabama, Delaware, Nevada and
Wyoming only r estore voting rights to certain categories of exoffenders. Those convicted of murder or rape, or who are on
parole or probation, are disenfranchised for life.
The r esult is that more than a million people who have
served time for their crimes are never able to regain all their
civic rights.
This anger s Reynolds. "It is overtly dehumanizing to continue to label folks w ho have been in conflict with the law, especially after th ey have served their time," she says.
Voting isn't the only right that ex-felons are denied. Exfelons are barr ed fro m becoming teacher s, barbers or cosmetologists. They can't even clean the toilets at a public hospital that
is funded by taxpayers' dollars. Ex-felons can't live in public
housing or receive welfare or food stamps. They can't apply for
federally funded student loans or gran ts. So in addition to
being stereotyped and stigmatized, ex-convicts face significant
financial obstacles.
It's as though our society believes that people can't change,
and this attitude has a major impact on the self-esteem and
mindset of ex-felons.
"The message th at society sends when somebody is disenfranchised is that you're untrustworthy and you should not
play a role in deciding policy in this country," says Ryan King,
research associate for the Sentencing Project, a national, nonprofit organization that promotes sentencing reform and conducts research on criminal justice issues. "I think that is a very

dangerous message to send to people coming out of prison."
O ur country's recidivism rate - the rate at which ex-offenders return to prison - is 67.5 percent, providing evidence of
how poorly ex-convicts are integrated back into society. Bu t
while attention is being paid to other ways in which these people remain ostracized, disenfranchisement is rarely discussed .
"Ther e has been an acknowledgment in the last couple of
years that re-entry is an important challenge that we face and
th at we need to dedicate resources towards and think. about it,"
says King. "But then on the other side, we've got disenfranchisement, w hich is sort of incongruent with that."

Ex-offenders must pay taxes, but they can't vote.
It's a modern version of taxation without representation,
which is something Americans fought over in the
Revolutionary War.
The inconsistencies are remarlcable.
A disproportionate number of disenfranchised people are
members of minority groups. In 2003, African-Americans made
up 12 percent of the U.S. population, but 44 percent of the
prison population. Latinos comprised 12.5 per cent of the
general population, and 19 percent of the prison population.
Ironically, more than 500,000 military veterans are disenfranchised, according to a report fr om th e Sentencing Proj ect.
These people fought for this country, but can't vote in it.
Felony disenfr anchisement was instituted in America in the
late 19th century to keep certain minorities - particularly
African-Amer icans ~ fr om having a voice in politics. It's no
coincidence that many of the states that completely disenfranchise ex-offenders are former slave states.
"When you loolc at th e heritage of the law, or the underlying
reason s why the laws were passed, you'll find that they are
often rooted in a n intent to suppress the political voice of the
African-American," says King.
The 15th Amendmen t, which was ratified in 1870, states that
"th e right of citizens of t he United States shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or any state on account of race,
color, or previous condition of servitude." After the Civil War,
Southern states continued to make strong efforts to keep
African-Americans from voting through the use of poll taxes,
literacy requirements and "grandfather" clauses. It wasn't until
1965 that the Voting Rights Act gave African-Americans in the
South the right to vote.
•
We no longer have poll taxes and literacy tests, but, says
King, "Disenfranchisement works in a much more subtle way"
to achieve the same end: denying African-Americans their right
to vote. In this way, felony disenfranchisement is just another
form of institutionalized racism.
If we are ser ious about en couraging ex-offenders to stay out
of trouble, we h ave to allow them to be part of society. If we
want ex-offender s to contribute to society, we have to let them
have their voice.
"As long as this government denies th ose who have been
incarcerated the right to vote, they are blatantly stating th e
person will never have made amends," says Reynolds.

Rock for Kids strikes a chor

1 ·

By Marquita Harru
Kids, a non-profit organization that provides music lessons and other services
for homeless and underprivileged youth
in Chicago. By the end of the evening,
the auction w ill raise close to $270,000.

Small change, big plans
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Bidders crowd the rows of signed memorabilia
at the silent auction.

eastie Boys music fJls
the Park West Theater
on a Thursday
evening. Suddenly, the music stops and
an auctioneer appears on stage. While
he delivers his rapid-fire sales pitch, two
enthusiastic young women hoist a large
illustration from Matteo Pericoli's book,
Manhattan Unfurfeo, signed by the current mem hers of the Beastie Boys.
"Okaaaay. We're gonna start this off

at 200. Beastie Boys lithograph. Two
hundred dollars. Any takers?"
Hands go up throughout the audience. A silent battle ensues between two
participants w hose hands keep flying in
the air as the p rice steadily rises. Finally
only one hand remains. The winner
takes the lithograph for $ 1,000.
The scene is the 16th Annual Rock
'N' Roll Auction to benefit Rock for

•

•

Rock for Kids grew out of Christmas
is for Kids, a charitable effort that began
in the late 1980s when members of Jam
Productions Ltd., which produces concerts and other special events, started
soliciting donations for homeless children after concerts.
Fou nder Kim Stiffle and her colleagues visited local shelters and
requested lists of the items kids wanted
for Christmas. "We didn't just want to
take food or school supplies to the shelters," says Stiffle. "Some kids want a
suitcase, some want a backpack. Every
kid is different."
"In the beginning it was nothing but
Jam Productions people working for the
organization," recalls Donna S ue Van
Cleaf, vice president of special events at
Jam Productions and board member of
Rock for Kids. In 1989, Christmas is for
Kids had its first major fundraising
effort, an auction of autographed rock
'n' r oll memorabilia that raised approximately $15,000, all of which went
toward gifts for underprivileged kids .
Over the years, Christmas is for Kids
grew larger and attr acted corporate
donors. It incorporated and appointed a
board of directors and an executive
director. By 1997, the group was able to
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This Miracle movie poster, signed by all 20
members of the 1980 Olympic hockey team,
sold for $9,200.
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Kids from St. Paul Our Lady of Vilna School choir, where Rock For Kids provides the Youth Jam programs.

raise enough money to provide more
than gifts.
"I had a conversation with a few
shelters and found that there was really
nothing else out there but drugs and
money, especially for teens," says Van
Cleaf. That's when the board decided to
bring to kids what Jam Productions
knew best: music.
In 2001 the organ ization officially
changed its name from Christmas is for

Kids to Rock for Kids. It still p rovided
holiday gifts for children living in shelters, but also offered year-round assistance, including music lessons and men•
tor1ng.
"The focus of th e organization
cha nged and we didn 't want people
thinking that we just helped people outduring Christmas," says Executive
Director Mike Namech e.

Music makes a difference
Today Rock for Kids reaches more
than 3,500 children through shelters and
social-service agencies in Chicago. The
annual auction has become an enormous
fundraiser, and overhead remains low.
"Around 85 percent of th e money we
earn goes straight to the k ids," says
Associate Director Scott W inship.
The organization's headquarters,
located beneath the Chicago stop on the

''They come in here quiet and shy,
but when they leave, they're talking and laughing."

- Suter Alicia

Theresa Scarbrough

rarely experience the pleasures that
many children are able to take for granted.
Sister Alicia says the Youth Jam lessons bring a rare glimpse of unbridled
happiness to the children in her shelter.
"They come in here quiet and shy, but
when they leave they're talking and
laughing," she says. "They leave as
Can you do the fandango? This signed Queen
album cover went for $5,000.

CTA Brown Line, is packed with framed
posters and other rock memorabilia.
Small pillows signed by Sting and
Hilary Duff chill on the couch. An electric guitar signed by Bon J ovi leans
against a wall.
Over the years, Rock for Kids has
auctioned off some very interesting
things. "One year we auctioned off a
plaster cast of Jimi Hendrix's penis
made by artist Cynthia P. Caster,"
Winship says. It was bought by a
urologist for $1,500.
The organization 1s current programs
include Youth Jam, which provides
music programs and choral ensembles
for grade schools in low-income communities, and free vocal, guitar, percussion
and drum lessons for kids in shelters.
Sister Alicia, the children's activity
coordinator for the House of Good
Shepherd, sees the effects of thes~ classes. "The kids learn discipline, social
skills and even geography," she says.
"When they come to percussion, they
don't feel bad about themselves anymore. They forget about their past. It
lets the kids know that there are still
good people out there."
The Chicago Coalition of
Homelessness estimates that 47 percent
of homeless children suffer from anxiety
and depression. These are children who

k1'ds.

JI

At Lydia Home, a shelter on
Chicago's northwest side, kids ages 8 to
18 learn to play guitar and percussion.
Many of these kids were victims of
abuse and neglect; few have had access
to musical instruments or music lessons
before coming here.
"I've seen kids with every p r oblem
you can imagine,"says Randy Hardy, a
Youth Jam instructor. "But when they
get into [the music] all of it goes away
and they just pour it out."
Sometimes their sheer exuberance
overwhelms the lesson, and the kids
can't contain their excitement. "I remember there was a dance-off during one of
my classes," Hardy says. "Music is their
common bond."
Today the kids at the House of Good
Shepherd are learning to play drums. A_
seven-year-old girl with a frizzy ponytail

This framed album signed by the Beatles sold
for $20,000

and lavender eyeglasses strikes a West
African drum with her palm, trying to
come up with a rhythm to present to the
class.
"What's the difference between making music and mal<.ing noise," the
instructor asks. The room full of
children with broad smiles and missing
teeth is suddenly quiet. Then a little girl
speaks up.
.
.
"Noise is when everybody 1s doing
different things," she says confidently.
"Music is when we're all together."
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This signed Ramones album sold for $10,000.
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erv1ew wit

By WiLLiam J. Tanner
It can be tough tracking down a man as busy as Sam
Weller. But when you consider that the Columbia College
Chicago fiction writing professor is p reparing for the release of
his book, The Bradbttry Chronicfu: The Life of Ray Bradbtt1y, this
April, it's understandable.
So I wasn't surprised when Weller cancelled our first
interview in order to fly to Washington, D.C., with Bradbury
for a meeting with President Bush. After he returned, we met
at George's Lounge, where we spoke amid the smoky haze, the
smell of popcorn and the intense conversation of young writers.

Is it true thot your mother read Bradbury to you
while she wos pregnant?
There is the old neo-natal urban legend that if a mother listens to
classical music while she is pregnant, then that might somehow
elevate the child's IQ. My father adhered to that and he loved
Ray Bradbury, so he read The ILLiutrated Man to my mom w hile
she was pregnant. Well, something must have clicked because
when I was about 10, I plucked t hat exact same book off of my
dad's bookshelf and started reading it.

What did you reod to your wife while she wos
pregnant?
There is a story about a baby, by Ray Bradbury, that's very
frightening called The SmaLLAdd(Mdtn a nd it's about a baby t hat
decides to kill her dad. I held off; I didn't want to t raumatize my
wife. I did read a story called The Rocket to my girl, w hich is, ironically, in The ILfwtrateJ Man and it is all about a father's relationship with his children and trying to make them happy. So I read
that to her probably in the first month w hen she was laying in her
crib. It took a couple of readings though. She couldn't sit through
10 or 11 pages.

What wos your process? Did
you just sook it all in and
then at the end of the
research just hammer it oll
out?
Yep. I was like a giant Rolaids
tablet, like a sponge. I just soaked
in everything and trusted my
sense of story, digested it and let
the narrative happen. I thought a
lot about it a nd the different ways
to do it. I had so many profound
and incredible experiences with
him personally that I really struggled a lot with how much of that
should go in it. T his guy lived 80
years before he met me, so how
much do I belong in it? But I
really did research constantly,
every day, and I absorbed it and
figured it out.

Describe the oword Roy Bradbury recently won.
He was given the National Medal of Arts, which is the highest
medal given to an artist in America. It's the artistic equivalent of
the Congressional Medal of Honor. It's bestowed upon creators
by the National Endowment for the Arts and actually given to the
artist by the P resident of the United States. So Ray was called
a long with five other artists from all walks of life. O ne was an
opera singer. Past winners have been g uys like Johnny Cash; I
mean it's an outstanding list.

How wos it going to D.C.?
How has Ray Bradbury's writing influenced your own
writing in The Bradbury Chronicles?
H ow can you not be influenced by the great writers who have
footprinted your spirit as a writer? He was to me and remains the
most profound influence on my style, my structu re, but, more
than anything, I think, the rhythm of my voice.

I hove heord you mention Tom Wolfe ond, in particular ,
The Right Stuff. Did you write o Tom Wolfe chapter?
He is there, definitely. He is another writer who's got a master
voice, poetry and rhythm. Bradbury is totally different, but a
master nonetheless. All artists are that way. Let's say you're a guitarist and you've been influenced by J imi Hendrix, Jimmy P age
and Kurt Cobain. And you're playi ng a solo and someone might
hear Hendrix in a riff, the power chords of Page or the angst and
rawness of Cobain. All good artists I think do that. We are all
derivative, but it goes well beyond that and culminates in your
.
own voice.

So we went to the White H ouse and I went into the O val O ffice
with Ray Bradbury. P resident Bush and La ura Bush are standing
there and to me it was kind of like seeing those life-size cardboard cutouts in a t-shirt shop. They were just standing there,
rigid, with these smiles on their faces. I thought", 'T his is not real.
This is so bizarre.' T hen I shook the president's hand a nd he
asked me questions about my book. It was weird, man. T hey
hung a medal around Ray's neck, and then we took pictures with
P resident Bush and his wife. And all the while I'm wondering,
'Do they know I voted for John Kerry?'

With these guys, they just might. So how close would
you say you ore with Bradbury now?
H e has called me his honorary son. Our relationship is outstanding. You know, for a journalist it is a strange situation to be in
because you a re supposed to have this level of objectivity. But at
the same time you're supposed to embed yourself in the subject,
like immersion journalism w here you become a part of something

--

so deeply that you can write about it with absolute authority, and
I became a part of the family.

Speoking of immersion journolism, I om reminded of
Friday Night Lights ond the trouble the outhor got
into with the community he wos writing obout. Wos
there onything like thot in Brodbury's life thot you
felt might hove upset him?
I have researched and' interviewed him for the past four years. I
handed the book onto the publisher and subsequently he asked to
read it. Had I given him my manuscript after t he first year, I
think he would have seen it and said, 'Get rid of it.' But I think
given our frie ndship and his trust in me, and the fact that I so
immersed myself into his lifestyle, his family and his experiences,
he has tr usted me to delicately handle some painful things in his
life .

Whot wos the most grotifying ospect of working on the
book?
I think the most gratifying thing about this whole process was
going back to Ray Bradbu ry and handing him things that I had
discovered that he didn't even know about himself or his family.
I got the FBI files on Ray Bradbury. The FBI investigated him in
the 50's wondering if he was a Communist sympathizer. H e didn't
know that! I just assumed he was [investigated by the FBI]
because he was highly outspoken in the 50's and writing about
censorship, so I went to the FBI and it took me a year and a half
to get the FBI to agr ee to open those files up. When they did, I

took those files and walked into Ray Bradbury's house and gave
them to him. That is the most gratifying thing to me, the discovery.

Thomas Edison soid _obout genius, ''One percent inspirotion ond 99% perspirotion." Whot ore your percentoges?
To a degree I agree with that. Without the inspiration there is no
perspiration. But 1% isn't going to fuel that desire. Your booster
rockets have to be all inspiration. You need that fuel to make
something and then sell something which is amazingly hard. To
market it and to re-write it, that's where the perspiration comes
in, but without that massive inspiration lifting you off the launch
pad you won't perspire. I don't know what percentage I would
claim, but without that blastoff there is no perspiration.

Roy Brod bury fomously soid, "Jump off the cliff...
. . .And build your wings on the way down." It opens my book
up.

How much of on inspirotion wos Roy throughout the
writing of this book?
I can't articulate it. Anytime I started to doubt it I said 'jump off
the cliff'. If you see yourself and inspire to be a creator then
everyday you sit down at whatever your canvas is, your guitar,
your computer screen, whatever it is, you have to tal<e that leap
of faith. Every time I started to second-guess and question my
self I went back to that and him telling me to take that leap of
faith and see what happens.
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Get ready for class.
Shop the biggest selection of used books and save up to ~5% .
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o um 1a
COLLEGE

CHICAGO

Columbia Bookstore
624 S. Michigan· ph:312/427-4860 • efollett.com

ollett~com
ONLINE . ON CAMPUS.
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* Mexican Breakfast
* Quesadillas
* Nachos
Imported Beers
* Margaritas

*
*
*
*
*

*

Open 7am
thru 8pm

Grande Burritos
Fajitas
Enchiladas
Tamales
Domestic Beer
436 S. Wabash
@ Wabash & Congress
phone: 312-566-0208
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10°/o off to all university students/staff with I.D.
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Start your
day next door with ...
26 East Congress
Open Monday-Friday 7am thru 7pm
Saturday-Sunday 8am-3pm
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: Dissecting Columbia's tuition bill
: By Monica Jone.1
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Tuition and fees at Columbia College add up to nearly
$8,000 per semester. That figure doesn't include the cost of
textbooks, art supplies and printer paper, let alone room and
board.
Close to 90 percent of Columbia's revenues come from
tuition and fees, according to Michael DeSalle, vice president
and chief financial officer for the Columbia College Office of
Finance.
So where in the
world does all this money
go?
COLUMBIA COLI.EGE CHICAGO • 600 Soul
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"Course fees tend to vary by the nature of
the content of the classes," says Janice Garfield, associate
provost at Columbia. These fees are supposed to reflect the
cost of class materials. They do not, of course, include the cost
of books, which can add several hundred dollars to the total
price of taking classes.

This huge
chunk of your bill helps
pay faculty and staff
salaries, employee benefits,
utility bills and other college maintenance costs. "It
goes to operate the college
and create the learning
environment for students,"
says Mark Kelly, vice
president of student
affairs. An expensive
learning environment it is,
but that's to be expected
when you own more than
a dozen properties in the
South Loop. Location,
location, location. That's
what you're paying for.
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Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 6060~

Off i ce No: (312 ) 344-7140

Student Account

i l l Period , 0 9/01/2004 - 09/30/2004

SACTION·· ··-- · - ··CHARGES · - - · -•CREOlTS· ···
alance
S0 . 00

Tuition tJndar raduat e

8192 . 00
50 . 00
25 . 00
6S , 00

Activ1ty Fe

Course Fee
Course Fee

so.oo

Course Fee

To tal Balance Due,

Course Peea
Health Center
Regiatration Fee

20.00
2 S .00

Upass Fee

75 . 00

8602 . 00

so.co

Tota ls,

: Activity Fee:

This
money supports C-Spaces,
The Hokin Gallery &
Annex, The Herman
Conaway Multicultural
Center, Student
Government, half of the
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may not have noticed this fee or
two of the places it funds: the
Student Health Center and
Counseling Center, both of which
seem to be strategically located in
p laces most students don't go.
Who has ever been in the basement of the Plymouth Court
building, where the Health Center
is located? And where is the sign
that advertises the Counseling
Center in the 623 S. Wabash
building? (It's in suite 305.)
This fee fully supports the Health
Center and partially funds the
Counseling Center, according to
Ashley Knight, assistant to th e
dean of students. So take advantage of them, but be aware that
you are allowed no more than 10
individual counseling sessions per
academic year at the Counseling
Center.
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This
fee helps fund what we all love to
hate: OasiS'. Enough said.

'
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UPASS Fee:

T heresa Scarb rough

Student Organizational
Council's budget, and student-oriented events like
Manifest, Big Mouth, and
Wise Ass. "It all goes back to the students. This does not go
back into any mysterious pot," says Kelly. So whether or not
you attend an event, you are paying for it. The next time you
walk past one of the C-Spaces, stop in and check out what
you 've funded.

'
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Registration Fee:

I

:
:

8602. 00

Past Due Amount:
so. oo
Pay Plan Amount Due:
2138.00
Total o r Plan Amou.nt Due 10/1 . Go tQ WW'..-.eolura.edu/sfs for billing i n
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Student Financial Service

· · · OATE••• ·· ··DESCRIPTION OF
0 9/01/2004
evious Statement
0 9/02 /2004
11 2004 Billing

''

Health Center Fee: You '

Tuition:

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

'

Course Fees:

This fee pays for
j
the UPASS card, which entitles
full-time students to unlimited
CTA rides for a semester. Fulltime Metra-riding students complain they shouldn't have to pay
this fee, since the UPASS doesn't
work on Metra and Pace. Many part-time CTA-hopping city
kids would happily pay the fee and get the UPASS, but they
aren't eligible.
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Since 1961
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
•

•

•
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After Theater

~

I

Chicago, Illinois 60605

312.939.7855
www.artists-cafe.com

Student and Faculty 15°/o Discount
Mon-Fri Void Fri after 4, Sat and Sun
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CALUMET PHOTOGRAPHIC'S
EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT PROGRAM

•

Check out Calumet's ESP for everything you need to be a successful
photo student. From traditional products to the latest digital gear,
we've got you covered.
u
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ESP MEMBERS ENJOY THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:
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• Special student pricing on selected products.
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• Exclusive articles, galleries and educational
information on our website, plus 24/7 access to
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• Full support of all manufacturers' educational
discount programs, including Calumet's.
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product information and ordering.

let's get stc::.r ted - register today!
Visit calumetphoto.com
and look for this icon.

Educational
Support
Program

w~~ (o,;4 ~~~

• Nationwide seminars and training programs
on subjects ranging from traditional to
digital photography.
• Ten photographic retail centers located
throughout the continental United States .

Registration/Login
You can also contact us through
richard.newman @calumetphoto.com
or 1.800.462.2550, ext. 2360.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

www.calumetphoto.com

